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VIEW FROM 
THE EDITOR

Welcome to the Winter edition of BSFA 
REVIEW. Hope you’re all looking forward 
to the holidays! In this edition there is a 

fair slice of Horror – mainly to commemorate Hal-
loween just past. This is leavened by the usual mix 
of SF and Fantasy from publishers both large and 
small. Many thanks to all our hardworking review-
ers who, through their unstinting efforts, have 
turned out a platter of insightful and considered 
dishes for your delight.

The New Year is looming large. What innova-
tions and challenges will 2019 bring?  I visited the 
Future Starts Here exhibition at the Victoria & Albert 
Museum in September, which brought together over 
100 objects either newly released or in development 
that point towards where society might be headed. 
I was particularly interested in the idea of ‘A World 
Wide Web of Trees’ where living trees are turned into 
radio antennae capable of communication over long 
distances. The system does not harm the trees but 
uses them to amplify the signal. When the tree anten-
nae are connected, they form a living network. Now 
that’s an idea that appeals.

Sticking with the nature theme, one display sug-
gested that we should be ‘bathing in good bacteria’. 
Our skin is home to beneficial bacteria that keep us 
healthy. In our modern world, obsessed with cleanli-
ness and hygiene, these microorganisms can find it 
hard to survive. An alternative beauty range, ‘Mother 
Dirt’, packages up ‘good bacteria’ in bottles! Is it time 
to consider what ‘clean’ really means?

And for those who want to live forever... Well, exper-
iments encoding the brain patterns of mice (using a 
process to create a digital model of a neural network) 
seem to be going well. Failing that, there is the ‘Lon-
gevity Multipack’ — supplements developed by Ray 
Kurzwell, the author of The Singularity is Near. Kur-
zwell takes over 100 of these pills a day in an effort to 
extend his life to reach Singularity. Not sure if I fancy 
that, either.

Who wants to live forever?  A loaded question.
“Experimental and extremely expensive, the 

potential for life extension also opens up ethical 
and financial issues. The question might not be 
who wants to live forever, but rather, who can 
afford to?”   V&A — Future Starts Here exhibition

Tell you what — let’s stick with a nebulous afterlife 
and/or the dice-roll of reincarnation, shall we?

Let’s hear it for 2019! It’s going to be an interesting 
year!

  Susan Oke
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Planetfall and Before Mars  
by Emma Newman
(Gollancz, 2018)
Reviewed by Andy Sawyer

P  lanetfall and Before Mars are the first and 
third books of a trilogy. It’s claimed that 
the three novels can be read as stand-alone 

parts that may be read in any order rather than 
episodes of a serial. As an experiment, when asked 
to review these books, I did not read the middle 
book After Atlas, though I shall: these are two of the 
most intriguing recent sf novels I have read for a 
while.

In Planetfall, Renata Ghali is part of a colony on an 
alien world close to a strange construct, or growth, 
she refers to as “God’s City”. Led by Mack, the 
“Ringmaster”, the colony has been there for some-
thing over 22 years, during which Ren has served 
as the colony’s 3-D printer engineer, when a man 
in his early twenties is spotted staggering towards 
the colony. Lee Sung-Soo is one of a group separat-
ed in some way (how and why is one of the several 
enigmatic mysteries Ren is, for her own purposes, 
keeping partially hidden from us at this point), and 
claims to be the sole survivor of a group thought 
long-dead. He is the grandson of the “Pathfinder” 
or founder of the colony, Lee Suh-Mi, who brought 
the expedition to God’s City and who now seems to 
be residing within it. Sung’s arrival throws compli-
cations into the colony’s relationship with its own 
past, and in particular with the imminent ceremo-
ny which involves God’s City and the Pathfinder 
and which may shed some light on the relationship 
the colonists have with their world. 

What exactly these relationships are, and indeed 
what happened after Planetfall, take some time to 
unravel, because Ren has clearly been so damaged 
by events that she cannot face what is going on. 
That she is withholding a dark secret from the rest 
of the colony is obvious, and at one point the reason 
why she constantly refuses to let anyone into her 
home, when revealed to us via Sung, seems to be 
evidence for this damage. But there seems to be 
more to it than that, as gradually, through memo-
ries of her own background and relationship with 
Suh-Mi, Ren confronts her own self. The narrative, 
though non-linear, develops into a set of genuinely 
fascinating science-fictional ideas, not all of which 
are fully explained (Newman leaves us to work out 

much of what “God’s City” actually is, which is one 
of the most effective elements of the book). Planet-
fall is one of the most skilful examples of the way 
a writer with a full engagement with and under-
standing of her imaginary world draws the reader 
into it by a wilful refusal to share everything. While 
parts of the world are described or experienced in 
minute detail, their significance is delayed until the 
suspense approaches critical level. This is as much 
a novel of suspense as it is science fiction adventure 
– indeed it’s one of the most effective page-turners 
I’ve read for a long while, with clues to the nature of 
some of the events sneaked into Ren’s narrative and 
revealed as the story unfolds. This is also a future 
which extrapolates neatly from ours—people are 
“chipped” and linked to databases and applications 
such as MyPhys take medical care of them—in a 
way which many sf futures based upon our digital 
presents fail to do convincingly. 

In Before Mars, Anna Kubrin has just arrived on 
Mars as geologist and artist in residence. She finds 
a note written by herself warning her not to trust 
the colony psychiatrist, though she can’t remem-
ber writing it. The wedding ring she brought is not 
hers. Banks, the frontman of the “mersives” that 
are the colony’s main export, is inexplicably rude to 
her. We are in a future where, some decades before 
the time of the events taking place, democracy 
has collapsed and corporations rule (government 
itself is “GovCorp”). Everyone (almost) is the pos-
sessor of an Artificial Personal Assistant; we have 
learned in Planetfall that individuals are chipped 
and monitored, but what we discover here expands 
greatly upon that. Anna has joined the “corporate” 
world, but we learn about campaigns for digital 
privacy: for her “an old bastion of a bygone age that 
only the most romantic and naive would wish to 
defend” (178). What in our time is virtual reality is 
presented here as the “mersives”: you can record 
and play back and be immersed in episodes of your 
life, and Anna, in the early part of the novel, is fre-
quently confused about whether she is in one (there 
is such a thing as “immersian psychosis”). After she 
tests the paper of the message and finds that it IS 
hers and so is the writing and ink, she wonders if 
she painted it and forgot. There is something in the 
background being gradually revealed about Anna’s 
family, and “it” (whatever “it” may be) might have 
caught up with her “I am my father’s daughter, and 
if that’s true, then I could destroy everything here. 
Just like he did all these years ago” (78). Some-
thing strange is going on.
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Through Kubrin’s own narration and her con-
versation with others we learn more about her 
struggles with how to deal with motherhood, her 
relationship with her partner Charlie, and her frus-
tration with how GaborCorp is neglecting *develop-
ment* of Mars but milking the cash-cow of enter-
tainment rather than engaging with the science 
and its potential. Then she and Petranek, one of 
the colony, find a footprint in an area where appar-
ently no one has been. In a “mersive” of her early 
days with her daughter she experiences what seems 
to be a message from Travis Gabor, Stefan Gabor’s 
husband, warning her that Stefan is hiding some-
thing and hinting that he knows something about 
what happened to her father (whatever that was). 
Something is being hidden by Principia, the AI 
running the colony. Then they lose contact with 
Earth. 

At this point, things start to become very strange. 
Newman not only imagines, very vividly, an extrap-
olation of technologies we are becoming familiar 
with to the point that we are beginning to forget 
how novel and estranging they are, she imagines, 
and can share with us, the implications of those 
technologies and how the blurring of reality, record-
ing, and memory can result in something odd and 
even sinister.

The ending of the novel, one element of which I did 
not expect at all, is both gosh-wow science-fiction 
and quietly redemptive. 

Apart from references to characters who are 
in Planetfall and possibly After Atlas, the novel can 
be read on its own, although it’s probably better to 
at least be aware of the existence of these novels. 
An increasing number of younger writers (younger 
at least from my increasingly aged point of view) 
have appeared in Britain recently among the pop-
ularly-acclaimed and awards-nominated. Of those I 
have read, it’s Emma Newman who seems to have 
most lived up to the praise bestowed upon them. Why 
is this? Unlike some, she seems to have created her 
future out of genuinely thinking about the present 
rather than echoing popular television tropes or 
relying on wish-fulfilment to create her future. Her 
characters themselves, or rather her protagonists, 
are damaged in interesting ways. The worlds of her 
characters have a lived-in hardness about them, but 
also a real strangeness. She allows us to understand 
her worlds at her own pace. We feel, too troublingly, 
that we are going to live through those events that 
are the pasts of her characters. Emma Newman is a 
writer I’ll eagerly search for more of.

https://amzn.to/2L6BBWw
https://amzn.to/2BYVko8
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All Good Things: The Last SFX Visions  
by David Langford
(NewCon Press, 2017)
Reviewed by Dan Hartland

There are sentences in this book that remind 
us why David Langford is preeminent 
in British fandom, unquestionable and 

unquestioned. “SF isn’t about the future but a 
future, convincingly argued” he offers as a use-
fully aphoristic definition of the genre [p. 162]. 
On the slate-voting catastrophes of recent Hugo 
years, he quips that, “what are the Puppies aims? 
The official ideology varies from day to day, with 
goalposts not so much motorized as fitted with 
faster-than-light drives” [p. 208].

Elsewhere, All Good Things is a frustrating book. 
Langford frames the seven years’ worth of SFX 
columns here collected (there are also some pieces 
originally published in The New York Review of 
Science Fiction, and a smattering of other sketches) 
as the last hurrah before “a budget cut was imposed 
from On High”, unceremoniously ending his twenty-
one-year tenure at the magazine. It is also true that 
the reader of these columns can sense some steam 
running out: many feel a bit rushed, and Langford 
admits on several occasions to an over-burdened 
schedule. It surely won’t do to turn in quite so 
many columns which reprint incorrect quiz show 
answers, merely to show up those who gave them as 
criminally under-informed about the sort of science 
fiction favoured by David Langford.

What sort of science fiction is that? By and 
large, older stuff written by white guys. I counted 
ten columns marking deaths of figures Langford 
deemed significant to SF. Only two focused on 
women – and not due to a supposed “mostly male” 
pool of writers reaching their dotage in the early 
years of the twenty-first century, since Langford 
finds time to pay tribute to more obscure authors 
such as Colin Wilson while ignoring Joanna Russ. 
Likewise, his aim to educate his readers, whom he 
assumes are younger than he, about books now 
forty or fifty years old is no bad thing, but odd in the 
absence of more recent reading. 

About film he quoths, “I’m far more interested in 
the books, which invariably got there first.” It’s not 
that Langford is a reactionary. It’s that he’s busy 
defending what he treasures, rather than interro-
gating it – his prerogative, but an unfortunate char-
acteristic in a reviewer. Langford regularly lashes 
out at “mainstream” critics who sniff at SF. This sort 

of thing exists, of course, but occasionally Lang-
ford’s urge to defend his bailiwick seems more par-
tisan than prudent: in one column he cherry-picks 
journalistic copy to demonstrate how mean the 
mainstream is to fans, but picks Doctor Who, John 
Carpenter and Red Dwarf as the fields on which to 
fight for SF’s honour. 

Langford has crafted a persona for himself – the 
grumpy old fan – and perhaps much of what he 
writes is not meant to be taken so seriously. (I seem 
not to share his sense of humour, on the basis of the 
laugh-to-joke ratio I scored in the course of reading 
this book, and this too is OK.) But when, in a column 
about conspiracy theories (for which he expresses 
a weakness), Langford tours SF’s secret masters of 
the world without once mentioning the anti-Semitic 
overtones of the trope, All Good Things begins to 
feel irresponsible. His piece on the British Library’s 
excellent 2011 exhibition of SF, after all, finds space 
to pause over an exhibit penned by a certain David 
Langford. These are choices, and not the best ones 
available.

I am not in the habit of buying, much less defend-
ing, SFX. Its bottom line should not be met by robbing 
readers of good writing or better criticism. For his 
own part, Langford has more to offer fandom else-
where – most obviously, the Science Fiction Encyclo-
paedia, of which he is an integral part, is an invalua-
ble and ever-growing resource. SF badly needs fresh 
voices and incisive commentary if it is to make the 
most of the exciting global and intersectional trends 
that emerged during the years covered, not always 
successfully, by this book.

https://amzn.to/2B0Uiq8
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The Iron Tactician by Alastair Reynolds
(Newcon Press, 2016)
Reviewed by Stuart Carter

Many thousands of years into the future, 
Merlin is on a desperate quest for a legend-
ary weapon, one that will save humanity 

from a war it is steadily losing against the cyborg 
Huskers. Tyrant, Merlin’s ship, is one of the last that 
can still access the Waynet, galactic wonder from 
a bygone golden age that allows ultra-fast travel 
across the galaxy. However, even the Waynet is 
not exempt from the effects of relativity, and after 
thousands of (relative) years Merlin himself has 
become semi-legendary.

That’s the backstory. In this, Merlin’s fourth 
adventure, Tyrant emerges into a deserted system 
and discovers the Shrike, a huge derelict “swallow-
ship”, or ramjet, that was attacked by Huskers and 
left for dead many years ago, its crew abandoned to 
die slowly as they ran out of air and power. 

Merlin boards the wrecked ship to find maps, 
information and, possibly, a replacement for 
Tyrant’s failing syrinx, the lost technology that 
allows non-fatal access to the Waynet. Instead, he 
finds Teal, last survivor of the Shrike’s crew who 
has been frozen for a very long time; she recognises 
Merlin but has heard nothing good about him or his 
quest. She does, however, know where a replace-
ment syrinx might be found, because the crew of the 
Shrike traded it a mere few thousand years earlier, 
having been unable to make use of it themselves.

Teal and Merlin depart together towards Shrike’s 
last port of call: a binary system racked by unending 
interplanetary war. Nothing to do with the galac-
tic war for survival against the Huskers, this petty 
interplanetary skirmish has nevertheless caused 
more than enough bloodshed and destruction of its 
own.

On arrival, Merlin contacts the trading faction the 
Shrike’s dealt with centuries earlier. The individuals 
might be dead, but the faction is still fighting and 
has records of the Shrike’s visit. And Teal, it tran-
spires, has a rough grasp of their language, having 
been part of that original trade mission. 

Prince Baskin, head of the faction, distant descend-
ant of the syrinx buyers, and seemingly a reason-
able man, offers Merlin the syrinx (which, like the 
Shrike, they have been unable to use). There is just 
one condition: Merlin and Tyrant must rescue the 
eponymous Iron Tactician, a master battle comput-
er which has fallen into enemy hands. This, says the 

prince, is their only hope of ending the war.
However, while Prince Baskin seems sincere, 

Merlin and Teal begin to realise that everything 
may not be quite as straightforward as it seems...

Does the setup sound familiar? A mysterious trav-
eller lost in time turning up out of nowhere in a craft 
so advanced that the technology seems like magic, 
joined by serial female companions on adventures 
to defeat evil invaders who threaten the whole of 
humanity. Ring any bells?

Well, it’s a tried and true formula, so we can hardly 
blame Reynolds for – ahem – doctoring it to suit his 
needs here. The main difference is that Merlin is no 
better than the increasingly rare remnants of civili-
sation he discovers. Thanks to the Tyrant he simply 
hasn’t fallen as far or as fast as they have, or forgot-
ten his history. Not yet.

These adventures of Merlin are reminiscent of 
Reynolds’ bleaker, earlier Revelation Space stories; 
full of miracles and wonders, but still ultimately 
doomed. The universe here is huge, unforgiving and 
endless, able to simply wait for humanity to disap-
pear, no matter how clever we may imagine our-
selves, nor how obsessively we may search for solu-
tions to our fate, as Merlin continues to.

Like Baxter, Reynolds’ reminds us that, for all the 
bright and glorious destinies science fiction paints 
for us, the future is not only longer than we imagine, 
it’s longer than we can imagine.

https://amzn.to/2QNBB3n
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Black Helicopters by Caitlin R. Kiernan
(Tor, 2018)
Reviewed by Duncan Lawie

B lack Helicopters starts in a bar in Dublin, 
in a chapter riddled with complaints that 
Dublin has changed, continues to change, 

is cancerous with the imposition of brand names 
which make it “no longer the Dublin of James 
Joyce and Oscar Wilde” (11).  We are eventually 
encouraged to decide that this speaker might 
really know, as she is an incarnation of the Wan-
dering Jew. The story, as a whole, is of dark doings 
amongst ‘men-in-black’ who, in this instance, are 
mostly women. There is an unexplained incursion 
from another spacetime. Does it matter or is it just 
atmosphere? Some of the protagonists are caught 
up in it. Are they there to investigate? To help? Or 
merely trapped? The place is at first reminiscent 
of Jeff Vandermeer’s Southern Reach but as my 
perception of the nature of their presence in Deer 
Isle changed, so the resemblance to Area X fades 
and a resemblance to H. P. Lovecraft strengthens, 
although there is nothing of his style visible in this 
work. Perhaps the references to ‘shoggoths’ and 
the implications of Great Old Ones have become 
part of the general milieu of fantasy and horror.

The chapters are mixed, chopped across space 
and time. This approach puts the clearest chapter 
of foreshadowing halfway through the book. It is 
cunningly positioned, providing a key to the first 
half of the book, collapsing the probabilities into a 
likely plot. And from here, the shape of the rest of 
the novella can become clear – not through simpli-
fying the writing or abandoning complexity, but by 
enabling the close reader to estimate better which 
of the paths is most likely to bring the endgame. I 
am saying little of what actually happens, as I think 
this is a piece best read without too much guidance. 
I am saying little of the characters as the revelation 
of their very nature is, in itself, the plot. One chapter 
has all the dialogue in French – too much for this 
monoglot.  That chapter is repeated at the very last, 
with the dialogue translated to English, and the 
book reveals itself.  All was in plain sight, almost.

There is a Joycean joy throughout this novella in 
dosing the work with irrelevance, leaving the reader 
to determine a thread through the plot, a meaning 
in the events. And Joyce is duly named in Kiernan’s 
acknowledgements as an influence. But there is also 
a darkness which evokes, for this reader at least, the 
ugly bitterness and scattered attention of William S 

Burroughs, who I was surprised to find absent from 
the list of influences. Perhaps I am reading Bur-
roughs into the work, given the explicit presence of 
heroin.

Since these writers are two of the primary echoes, 
it should be expected that this is a book which bears 
careful reading. Much of the story needs to be gath-
ered together by the reader from the gaps between 
the chapters, from the ordering of the text and from 
understanding of the context. Someone completely 
unfamiliar with the rules of chess might miss a criti-
cal moment, but perhaps the allegorical use of chess 
doesn’t matter as much as I think it does. There are 
dozens, hundreds of other references, quotes, re-use, 
melding of works from across, perhaps beyond, the 
Western canon. These help to give the story mythic 
density. There is also a pleasure in recognising ref-
erences despite the fear that perhaps a critical idea 
has been missed. Eventually, the strength of the plot 
draws together, pulls a few of the threads into a dis-
tinct shape and leaves the rest loose, to rest in the 
pleasure of red herrings.

Black Helicopters is a brilliant novella – dark and 
thoughtful, written on the edge of a fall into chaos 
but retaining a hold even if the reader can never be 
quite sure who or what is in control.

https://amzn.to/2QjBflf
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Salvation by Peter F. Hamilton
(Macmillan, 2018)
Reviewed by Stuart Carter

It’s been some time since I tackled my last Ham-
ilton blockbuster (“tackled” rather than “read” 
because these are no small beasts!). In fact, it 

may have been back in the late ’90s, when a friend 
recommended the Night’s Dawn trilogy, his hugely 
enjoyable, character-driven space opera. How 
time flies.

I may have been a little space-
opera’d out after Night’s Dawn, or 
perhaps the muscles in my arms 
needed a break, because since 
then, Hamilton-wise, that’s been 
it, except for a few anthologised 
short stories. However, 20 years 
later, fully recovered, I agreed to 
read Salvation, part one of Ham-
ilton’s new Salvation Sequence. 
And I’m very, very glad I did.

Like a futuristic Canterbury 
Tales, Salvation follows a group of 
carefully-chosen experts in 2204, 
sent to assess something unusual 
discovered on a distant asteroid. 
They’re gathered together, sent 
through one of the instantane-
ous portals that are now com-
monplace across Earth, the Solar 
System, and humanity’s growing 
interstellar colonies. FTL travel 
might be impossible, but once a 
portal arrives somewhere it can be linked to from 
other portals, giving humanity the opportunity, once 
a portal is in orbit, to reach orbit as easily as stepping 
through a door. Hamilton also has plenty of other 
ingenious uses for this technology, such as providing 
unlimited power from portals placed inside the sun, 
greening deserts using ice dropped through portals in 
the Antarctic, and dumping all of Earth’s accumulated 
nuclear and chemical waste safely into deep space. 

The future, it seems, is so bright you’ve gotta wear 
shades. 

But our group of travellers are being sent on a top-
secret mission to Nkya, an unremarkable asteroid 
in the Beta Eridani system, where something very 
strange has been uncovered. Our travellers meet up 
en-route to Nkya, whence we discover that many of 
them know each other, and some of them strongly 
dislike each other.

And if you thought the story was already com-
plicated then you ain’t seen nothing yet, because 
the narrative threads fray both forwards, into the 
distant future, and backwards, into the pasts of our 
travellers, as their reasons for being on this mission 
and their complicated relationships with each other 
are all revealed.

Well, mostly.
And did I mention there are aliens? The peaceful 

Olyix have been in our solar system for some time 
when Salvation begins, having stopped to trade their 
technology for our energy, with which to drive their 
ark-ship on its journey to the end of the universe.

It might sound a bit unwieldy, and to begin with 
it is, despite the helpful list 
of major characters at the 
beginning. Names and rela-
tionships are thrown around 
with gay abandon through-
out the first chapter; then 
we jump far into the future, 
joining a very young group 
of soldiers in training on a 
strangely deserted planet. 
After that it’s briefly back 
to our travellers in 2204, 
then back another hundred 
years for the backstory of 
one of our travellers. To 
begin with, this intense pro-
fusion of who, where and 
when feels frustrating and 
confused, but don’t worry, 
because Peter F. Hamilton 
has a plan for everything. 
He weaves together all of 
these different characters, 

stories and times like a master craftsman, with 
unerring confidence in his ability to deftly untangle 
them when the time is just right.

Salvation is a delight from start to finish, show-
casing all of Hamilton’s old writing strengths: 
exotic technologies and innovative uses for them; 
astonishingly detailed world building; huge casts 
of believable characters, and a mastery of the good 
old-fashioned techno-thriller tropes. They’re all 
here, all packed into a long (but lithe) narrative that 
seems able to turn on a sixpence without losing the 
slightest bit of momentum. 

The only disappointment in Salvation came when 
I reached the cliff-hanger conclusion and realised I’d 
have to wait a whole year before the story would be 
continued. Like a child on the last day of Christmas, 
a year feels like a very long time to wait.

https://amzn.to/2BXUZT1
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Elysium Fire by Alastair Reynolds
(Gollancz, 2018)
Reviewed by Ben Jeapes

The front cover announces this to be A 
Prefect Dreyfus Emergency, which suggests 
a series. In fact, Dreyfus’s first appearance 

was in 2007’s The Prefect, which has since been 
retitled Aurora Rising – the first Prefect Dreyfus 
Emergency. Presumably we can expect more, 
hopefully at a rate of more than one per decade.

This is to be welcomed because the series is set 
earlier in Reynolds’ Revelation Space series. We are 
in the Glitter Band, the belt of habitats surrounding 
the planet Yellowstone, at the height of human civi-
lization. So, the same past as the other Revelation 
Space novels, with the galaxy-threatening compli-
cations yet to emerge. The Glitter Band is policed by 
the Panoply organisation, for which Dreyfus works, 
though “policed” is a harsh term. Panoply is dedi-
cated, almost to the point of fanaticism, to letting 
each habitat go its own way and do its own thing, 
as long as it doesn’t impinge on the liberties of other 
habitats – in which case Panoply comes down like a 
ton of bricks. It is very much a Golden Age, even the 
locals think of it as the Belle Epoque.

But not everyone is happy, and Dreyfus’s bête 
noire is a man who thinks that despite everything 
Panoply has too much power. He is agitating for 
habitats to separate from the rule of the Prefects 
and – his exact phrase – take back control of their 
borders. Pause, two, three, to remember that Reyn-
olds spent most of his professional life working for 
the European Space Agency and has a European 
wife. And continue.

Every good detective story is built afresh from 
the keel up. It must contain its own precepts, prem-
ises, assumptions and rules, and introduce them 
as though every reader is a first timer and has no 
idea about anything that is going on. An sf detec-
tive story must do even heavier lifting because the 
mystery should only be possible in the first place 
from an sfnal point of view. There is certainly no 
problem with Elysium Fire there. The stakes are sat-
isfyingly, civilisation-threateningly high. A detec-
tive in this milieu has more important things to do 
than working out who killed the body in the library. 
It can be read by Revelation Space newcomers and 
veterans alike, with enough reference to the previ-
ous book – humans, non-humans and settings – to 
keep the latter happy.

If there are problems, then one goes with the ter-
ritory and one is inevitable.

First, Dreyfus is just not a very good detective. He 
has a good instinct for the kind of mysteries that 
have implications for whole civilisations, but on the 
personal level he is the kind of old school cop whose 
notion of policing is to go spraying accusations 
around the dramatis personae until one of them 
sticks. The actual investigative police work is left 
up to his hapless subordinate, Thalia Ng. If this is 
a Prefect Dreyfus Emergency then it’s just as much 
a Prefect Ng Mystery. Dreyfus is also the go-to 
man for any literal deus ex machina that wants to 
deliver information to further the plot: in fact, ulti-
mately, he is led all the way to the conclusion. But 
then he does at least use detection to understand 
not only where he’s going, but even better, give we 
the readers a fighting chance at working it out too.

The other is the antebellum feel shared by 
both The Prefect and Elysium Fire. As both are set 
before the novels that spelled out the Revelation 
Space series, we sadly know what’s coming, and 
it isn’t pretty. Any success by Dreyfus can only 
be transient. The Belle Epoque is doomed. We 
know that the Glitter Band will become the Rust 
Belt, and the thriving civilisation that Dreyfus 
knows and protects will be ravaged. It would be 
interesting to see if that becomes the last Prefect 
Dreyfus Emergency. 

https://amzn.to/2L5VI7f
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Off Rock by Kieran Shea
(Titan Books, 2017)
Reviewed by Kate Onyett

In a mining operation on a rocky moon, Jimmy, 
in his late 30s, is undergoing a form of pre-mid-
life crisis; he is going nowhere, fast, doing grunt 

physical labour for a large corporation. Coming 
across what seems to be a rich seam of pure gold 
while setting demolition charges, he hatches a 
risky scheme with the station’s top smuggler to 
get the gold to Earth in order to fund a better 
life. Gold is still the ultimate currency of wealth, 
even in the future. Complicating matters is the 
triple-crossing rat-brain of his co-conspirator, his 
overly efficient company-girl ex-squeeze in the 
control booth and a Jessica Rabbit-esque assassin 
sent to terminally clean up 
the smuggler’s debts with 
a vast criminal under-
ground.

Set in the future and 
far, far away, this book is 
entirely down-to-Earth, 
rooted in fundamental 
working clichés common 
throughout the cosmos: 
rough personnel, full-body 
tattoos, booze, sniping 
middle management, evil 
higher management and 
crappy food in the canteen. 
Solid, dependable, relat-
able stuff. And then there is 
Jimmy, second-person hero, 
a diamond-in-the-rough. In 
fact, he’s more a befuddled 
lower-middle-class kid who 
drifted at college and con-
tinued to drift, developing 
a thickened outer skin to 
survive his rough world. As 
a further nod to his ‘get focused, kids, or you’ll be 
sorry’ salutary warning status, Jimmy is a ‘sensi-
tive’ soul who likes to read and make model ships in 
his spare time instead of drinking and shagging his 
way through the crew rota, like the rest of his com-
padres. There is a definite hierarchy of who is ‘sal-
vageable’ as a person, and who, apparently, is not. 
And the interest line is demarcated between named 
characters and background supporting roles (or, in 
geek parlance, the ‘red shirts’).

It is thus for Shea’s main characters: their heavy 
character flaws carry an inner gem. They feel 
crafted with amusement and affection, the reader 
left with a wink, wink, nudge, nudge sensation of 
being in on a joke of cosmic proportions. Whatever 
scrabbling around in the dirt an individual might do, 
bigger forces in the universe have other ideas…  And 
as a karmic comedy-action book, it works really, 
really well. There is a gleeful meta-theme of what 
goes around, comes around. The narrator, speaking 
in elongated phrases, is Confucian-esque in his pro-
nouncements.  The terrible seriousness of the scrab-
bling around for resource control and social power, 
even if it is just looking out for oneself and ‘getting 
by,’ is a human tragi-comedy played out in the 
micro of Jimmy’s attempted heist and in the macro 
of corporate manoeuvring. Ultimately, however, 
unless you know thyself, life will continue to be a 
bewildering scramble: Jimmy is not rewarded until 
he returns to his roots and begins over again, in a 
humbler situation.

The more you think about 
this book, the more it unfolds 
for you. To be honest, at first 
reading I found it an enjoy-
able crime caper on one level, 
but Shea’s prolific verbos-
ity frequently came across as 
smug. Never using a simpler 
word where a multi-syllabic, 
thesaurus-busting term would 
do, it is hard to tell if this is 
ironic (careful choice of intel-
lectual vocabulary to tell an 
earthy tale of crime and vio-
lence) or out and out self-satis-
fied. I liked the characters, the 
set-up was fun, but the execu-
tion left me feeling… talked-
down-to. Maybe this is more 
of that pseudo-Eastern influ-
ence; the feeling of having to 
work for your message. Making 
such an effort is underscored 
in redemptive elements that 
are plain to see: Jimmy’s res-

toration, Leela’s self-realisation, even the assas-
sin’s genuine love story. Or perhaps the joke’s 
on you; there is no message and it’s all been a big 
caper wrapped in bundles of ironic presentation. 
Then again… isn’t the ultimate punch-line of life? 
Shea keeps any pessimism at bay with lashings of 
violence and darkly humorous detail finishing the 
classic paradigm with a satisfyingly ‘happy’ ending. 
It is all a comedy, after all!

https://amzn.to/2zQnUXx
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Raising the Stones by Sherri S. Tepper
(Gollancz, 2018)
Reviewed by Duncan Lawie

First published in 1990, Raising the Stones is 
showing few signs of age. Indeed, the urgent 
messages about patriarchy and backwards 

looking religions may seem all the more relevant 
today. Still, it is a big, slow moving tome which 
accelerates very late and seems to run out of 
pages. Whilst it takes a little time to grow used 
to the pace of the book, it is a delight that it takes 
the room to describe its world and shape the emo-
tional impact of the story.  

At some undefined distant time in the future, 
humanity has long settled another solar system, 
spread across three planets and a belt system. 
There is a variety of species with language, but they 
provide more colour than plot, as the story is very 
much centred on the human population.  People 
have clearly been there long enough to develop 
vastly differing belief systems and cultural varia-
tion. Describing the ways in which people differ, and 
remain the same, provides much of the humour in 
the novel. The comic elements, though, show Tepper 
is a master of tone, building in subtle steps from 
the amusing through the absurd and into the inco-
herent. The novel, as a whole, builds its tension in 
a similar way. At first, the tension is whether there 
will even be a plot – a fear held also by one of the pro-
tagonists. Sam has a pleasant life in a comfortable 
agricultural settlement.  Having achieved Topman 
status, he is a capable administrator, but he feels 
the absence of his father, he seeks a quest. Aided 
by the ancient legends of Manhome, he has built 
up a mythical image of the man his mother, Maire, 
left behind – and an inability to hear his mother’s 
descriptions of the society they came from. Maire 
left behind a hate-fuelled religion which actively 
enslaved another race to prove it’s men were free.  

The essence of the novel is in a clash of world 
views, largely represented through religions, which 
makes the Gods of Hobbs Land all the more inter-
esting, as, despite the name, no-one considers them 
to be true gods. They were Gods to the first sentient 
species of Hobbs Land, a species which failed almost 
before human arrival. The last God dies, is buried 
and is reborn. This is told in a quiet, distanced way, 
a tone often used with respect to these Gods, where 
their human actors avoid conscious recognition of 
the implications of what they themselves are doing. 
This apparent dissembling worries Shan, a visitor of 
the High Baidee religion, where a core tenet of faith 

is “don’t let anyone fool with your head”. But the vin-
dictive actors are from Voorstod, where Maire and 
her children were born. Their aggressive, murder-
ous, society shows clear roots in a particularly ugly 
reading of Old Testament / Koranic type texts. When 
Tepper has her characters discuss this religion, we 
hear authorial didacticism breaking through the 
text. To my mind, this is an unnecessary intrusion, 
when the allegory within the text is perfectly clear. 
When a few people of Hobbs Land, including Maire 
and Sam, are dragged into Voorstod, the horror they 
experience, and the realisation Sam reaches are 
lesson enough.

There is a great deal of rich world building and 
delightful humour (describing someone as bonho-
mous, for example) in this text, but little doubt that 
it is a vehicle for Tepper’s pedagogical purpose. She 
is clear where certain kinds of wrong lie, but leaves 
the motive of the Hobbs Land Gods open to reader 
interpretation. For Shan is correct – the Gods are 
“fooling with their heads”. Is that so bad if every-
one ends up nicer? Indeed, are they now getting 
the New Testament message of “love thy neigh-
bour” as a replacement for either Old Testament or 
selfish human values? And what do the Gods want 
anyway? It is a question most people would rather 
not ask themselves.

https://amzn.to/2Qo7S1h
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All Systems Red by Martha Wells 
(Tor, 2017)
Reviewed by Anne F Wilson

This is an excellent book. It is immensely 
enjoyable. You should go and read it.

Now, what else am I going to say?  It’s diffi-
cult because I don’t want to spoil the plot, the unroll-
ing of which is one of the charms of the book. Any 
information that I can give you is provided more 
economically and stylishly by the author. The devel-
opment of the characters and their relationships is a 
joy to watch and I don’t want to anticipate it.

It’s sold as a novella, which I suppose is true, but 
at 149 pages it looks more like a short novel, in the 
good old SF tradition where never a word is wasted. 
Aspiring SF writers should read it as a model for 
character development, plotting and skilful use of 
language.  

“I could have become a mass murderer after I 
hacked my governor module, but then I realised I 
could access the combined feed of entertainment 
channels carried on the company satellites.”

Our viewpoint character calls itself Murderbot. It 
is a SecUnit, a part human, part machine construct 
that is rented out by the company as part of a Plane-
tary Survey Package. Murderbot has a human brain, 
but in theory, it is strictly controlled by its implant-
ed governor. In practice, not so much. Murderbot’s 
main activities consist of watching the entertain-
ment feeds and stopping the company from notic-
ing that it is a free agent. Looking after the clients 
comes a poor third.

This is unfortunate, as the company’s profit-mak-
ing strategy consists of supplying the lowest quality 
equipment that meets the job specs. Oh, and making 
its clients take out lots of insurance. So when the 
company-supplied maps turn out to have missing 
areas, there are unscheduled hostile aliens on the 
ground and a rival exploration team’s comms go 
dark, Murderbot suspects cock up rather than con-
spiracy.  

There’s a grungy feel about the story that reminds 
me of the first two Alien films. Equipment is ropey, 
the company is only interested in profit, and 
the humans don’t know if they can trust the AIs. 
Anyway, Sigourney Weaver would have managed a 
lot better with a murderbot as backup. Just saying.

Wells conveys sympathetically the developing 
relationships between Murderbot and the clients. 
After it saves two of their lives the humans’ reac-
tions to Murderbot change. They see its face (“stand-

ard, generic human”) under its helmet and to its 
horror they insist on interacting with it. Despite 
Murderbot’s extensive knowledge of The Rise and 
Fall of Sanctuary Moon (397 episodes) human rela-
tionships are awkward. “I know I’m a horrifying 
murderbot, and they know it, and it makes both of 
us nervous, which makes me even more nervous.” 

Murderbot even starts to develop feelings for the 
humans. Not romantic feelings – it has none of those 
pesky sexual parts or hormones. However, it grudg-
ingly develops liking and respect for the exploration 
team members. Murderbot’s most challenging rela-
tionship is with Dr Gurathin, an augmented human. 
Gurathin is the first person to notice that Murder-
bot is a free agent and keeps testing and judging it in 
a calculating way, which Murderbot finds extremely 
uncomfortable.  

The author asks hard questions about conscious-
ness and freedom. When is an enhanced human 
regarded as human, and when as property? When 
they start to consider it as a conscious being, the 
clients are outraged at Murderbot’s servile status, 
and want to do something about it, but the struc-
tures of the society are against them.

This is the first book by Martha Wells that I’ve 
read, so I guess I’ll just have to go and investigate 
her (extensive) back catalogue.

https://amzn.to/2Qmm2A0
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The Gradual by Christopher Priest 
(Gollancz, 2016)
Reviewed by Nick Hubble

Rather than try and summarise the plot of 
Christopher Priest’s fourteenth and latest 
novel, The Gradual, it is easier to quote the 

opening paragraphs in which the narrator, mod-
ernist composer Alesandro Sussken, tells us:

I grew up in a world of music, in a time of 
war. The latter interfered with the former. After 
I became an adult, a composer, many pieces 
of my music were stolen, copied or rehashed 
by a plagiarist. I lost my brother, my wife and 
my parents, I became a criminal and a fugi-
tive, I travelled among islands, I discovered the 
gradual. Everything affected everything else, 
but music was the balm, the constant.

   When I went in pursuit of my tormentor, I 
became an inadvertent traveller in time.

   Time is a gradual process – like ageing, you 
do not notice it happening.

That this is a pretty good description of the plot, 
albeit imprecise concerning substance, detail and 
their signification, suggests Priest values these 
qualities above the framework of the storyline. The 
frequent appearance of magicians in Priest’s work, 
although there are none in this novel, is a testament 
to his fascination with misdirection – whether of 
the audience in front of the stage or the reader in 
front of the page. However, this misdirection is not 
deployed in the service of concealing plot twists 
until the last possible moment, as in a thriller, but 
in order to make readers have to think about the 
significance of subtle shifts in narration. Because 
meaning is rarely stable in his novels, we have learnt 
to forego our need for a uniform and comprehen-
sive explanation and instead settle for an endlessly 
deferred pleasure of sifting through fragmentary 
states of being. This experience, of course, is not dis-
similar to listening to works of modernist compos-
ers, perhaps those of Schoenberg’s second period 
or of early Stockhausen, which may encompass all 
sorts of variations on recurring motifs without a 
central melody. 

Priest is not the first SF writer to draw on the 
model of modernist composition in his work. 
Indeed, the last few years alone have seen Ian R. 
MacLeod’s Clarke-Award-winning Song of Time 
(2008) and the late Iain M. Banks’s The Hydrogen 
Sonata (2012). However, in Priest’s case the choice is 

interesting because it adds to the range of creative 
artists represented in his work, which have includ-
ed not just magicians, as in The Prestige (1996), but 
also documentary film-makers, as in The Glamour 
(1984), writers, as in The Affirmation (1981), and 
painters and sculptors, as in The Islanders (2011). 
Significantly, these last two novels were set, like 
The Gradual, in the Dream Archipelago. As readers 
of these earlier works will know, this is a strange 
space. For example, at the age of forty, now an 
established composer, Sussken accompanies a six-
week concert tour of the Archipelago and becomes 
obsessed with the fact that the two clocks in his 
cabin, measuring ‘absolute time’ and ‘ship time’ are 
always at variance. He is woken in the middle of 
the night by the mechanical whirring of the clocks’ 
hands, as they race independently forward, or even 
sometimes backwards, according to a weird logic 
of their own. When he returns as scheduled to his 
homeland, the authoritarian Republic of Glaund, he 
is in effect doubly disconcerted by having to leave 
the collective atmosphere of the tour while simulta-
neously coming to realise that much more time has 
passed here than in the islands. Everyone he loved 
has either left or died. This time dilation effect is 
familiar to genre readers from both SF accounts of 
faster-than-light travel and fantasy excursions into 
the perilous realm of Faerie. The question arises as 
to what the Dream Archipelago really is.

In the Introduction to his 1979 collection of short 
stories, An Infinite Summer, Priest tells us matter-of-
factly that the Dream Archipelago ‘is more idea than 
an actual place, but if it has a correlative reality then 
it would be a kind of fusion of the Channel Islands 
and Greece, with bits of Harrow-on-the-Hill [where 
Priest lived in the 1970s] and St Tropez thrown in 
for good measure’. Only three of the stories in this 
collection are concerned with the Archipelago and 
one of these, ‘The Negation’ is actually set in Faiand-
land, the warring neighbour of Glaund, on the 
northern continent bordering the sea containing 
the islands. Priest notes that the other two stories, 
‘Whores’ and ‘The Watched’ were, respectively, the 
prologue and epilogue to A Dream Of Wessex (1977) 
in the sense that writing them closely preceded and 
succeeded the writing of that book in 1976. Given 
that Wessex is an island in this novel, at least in 
some versions of an unstable future, it is tempting 
to connect the Dream Archipelago to Britain as the 
geographical means of representing a tempera-
mental unconsciousness otherwise suppressed by 
Anglo-Saxon cold-bloodedness. Priest however was 
quick to warn us about looking for connections even 
between the stories: ‘Do not, please, make assump-
tions about one story from reading another; there 
are very few “links”’. 
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These three stories were later combined with 
three others – ‘The Trace of Him’, ‘The Miraculous 
Cairn’ and ‘The Cremation’ – and a brief prelude, 
‘The Equatorial Moment’, to be published as The 
Dream Archipelago in 1999. This collection was sub-
sequently republished in 2009 with revisions and 
an additional story, ‘The Discharge’. Aside from the 
two novels already mentioned, the Archipelago is 
also the setting for a section of The Adjacent (2013). 
Occasionally characters do reoccur across texts – 
for example, Dryd Bathurst, the charismatic painter 
featured in The Islanders is mentioned in passing in 
The Gradual – but, appropriately enough given the 
Archipelago’s temporal anomalies, there is no linear 
narrative running across these loosely related texts. 
Perhaps the only significant historical event in the 
history of the Archipelago is the decision of Glaund 
and Faiandland to stop bombing each other’s terri-
tory directly and instead send their conscripts by 
regular troopships south through the islands to 
fight on the uninhabited continent of Sudmaieure. 
This is the context of a number of the short stories, 
which revolve around related concepts such as the 
islands’ neutrality, soldiers on leave, and prostitu-
tion, as though these are the age-old parameters of 
existence. Indeed, ‘The Discharge’ is set in the run 
up to the 3000th anniversary of the start of hostili-
ties on Sudmaieure. Therefore, it is significant, that 
Sussken experiences enemy air raids growing up as 
a child and that the temporary ceasefire to enable 

the war to be moved to the south occurs when 
he is fourteen. In this respect, The Gradual might 
perhaps be seen as a reintroduction of history into 
the Dream Archipelago.

Once upon a time, a certain type of Marxist critic 
could have essayed a contextual hypothesis at this 
point. If A Dream of Wessex and the early Dream 
Archipelago stories are seen as a response to the col-
lapse of post-war social democracy and its replace-
ment by the rapacious economic depredations from 
the public realm of neoliberalism (prefigured by 
the deeply unpleasant Paul Mason in Wessex), then 
might not the increasingly unstable death throes of 
that neoliberal order (‘Brexit’, the election of Donal 
Trump to the US presidency), mark the return of 
exactly the history which was considered to have 
ended once for all after the fall of Communism. On 
this reading, the Dream Archipelago, with its tour-
ists determinedly trying to enjoy themselves despite 
island weirdness and the barely-concealed back-
ground of endless war, could be seen as fictional cor-
relative of the unreality of life under neoliberalism.

However, such a reading would be unduly allegori-
cal and also blind to Priest’s understated but absurd-
ist sense of humour. In a somewhat ambiguous 
review of The Islanders for the Guardian, Ursula Le 
Guin complained about the ‘mostly dry, ironic, aloof, 
sometimes pedantic’ nature of Priest’s tone: ‘It’s a bit 
too much like the small, dusty history of Sark that 
you found was the only thing to read by the 25-watt 
lamp in your hotel room’. What she misses is a 
mental vision of him writing with a frown of concen-
tration not quite suppressing a slight sardonic smile. 
The Gradual includes a wonderfully Kafkaesque 
sequence in which Sussken is apprehended on the 
street by some men, who are clearly the equivalent 
of Glaund’s secret police, and taken away in a car 
before being ushered through a series of ominous 
looking hallways and corridors, and then through a 
series of progressively more dehumanising encoun-
ters. However, when thrust through a final doorway, 
he is not subjected to the brutal interrogation we 
anticipate but instead to something much worse. He 
suddenly finds himself the surprised subject of an 
official state reception from the ruling junta. Gen-
eralissima Flauuran, the feared dictator of Glaund, 
takes charge of the ceremony and announces to the 
assembled dignitaries that Sussken has been select-
ed to compose the official orchestral piece celebrat-
ing ‘the tenth anniversary of the establishment of 
the Democratic Council of Leaders’. 

If this sounds as though Priest has had some mixed 
experiences as Guest of Honour at SF conventions, 
the next scene in the novel indicates a shift to target 
wider genre expectations. In a private face-to-face 
audience, Flauuran informs Sussken that his com-

https://amzn.to/2L6kGDI
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position must be wholeheartedly patriotic: ‘we do 
not want irony, subversion, subtlety, cryptic state-
ments, cross references, allusions, knowing asides, 
quotations, hidden meanings.’ Readers and critics 
with similar dictatorial preferences for texts that 
can be read straightforwardly or neatly shoehorned 
into off-the-peg theories should take note that The 
Gradual is probably not going to work for them. But, 
then, few who venture fully into the Dream Archi-
pelago emerge unchanged, if not unscathed.

Does Sussken himself emerge unscathed from the 
Archipelago? While it is clear that he does not drive 
himself to the point of self-laceration as the protago-
nists of earlier Archipelago stories, such as ‘Whores’ 
and ‘The Discharge’, there will undoubtedly be some 
discussion of how happy the ending to the novel 
is. Critics have sometimes described the apparent 
happy endings of other Priest novels, such as Wessex 
or The Quiet Woman (1990) as a sarcastic mocking 
of people’s capacity for self-delusion. Readers will 
have to decide for themselves but there is certainly 
an element of ambiguity as to how reliable Sussken’s 
narration is. Early in the novel he tells us:

Like all children I lived in two worlds: the 
outer reality, which was sometimes grim or 
frightening or depressing, but mostly was 
simply ordinary, and the inner world of dreams 
and the imagination. Here, in the privacy of the 
mind, stimulated and enlivened by the making 
of music, I dwelt as long as possible each day. 

This might suggest a problem with separating the 
outer world of reality from the inner world of the 
imagination. The theme of separation runs through 
Priest’s oeuvre but, again, it is often ambiguous as 
to whether he might actually think that the problem 
is not that people can’t separate the inner and outer 
worlds but that they do separate them.

Where it seems to me that The Gradual, following 
on from its immediate predecessor The Adjacent, 
does differ from the other Archipelago fiction, is in 
its adoption of something like the four-stage model 
of fantastika proposed by John Clute: wrongness, 
thinning, recognition, return. The wrongness of 
Glaund, the hollow experience of restlessly travel-
ling through the islands, and the recognition gained 
by Sussken in finally confronting his plagiariser 
are all clearly demonstrated. His return, under the 
frustrating guidance of the adepts of the gradual, is 
more enigmatic and something that has to be expe-
rienced by readers for themselves. Rather than as a 
metaphor for the creative process, Sussken’s experi-
ences might better be thought of as a demonstration 
of how creativity is a form of negotiating the chaos 
of the real world.

Gnomon by Nick Harkaway
(William Heinemann, 2017)
Reviewed by Paul Graham Raven

There’s a blurb on my copy of Gnomon where 
Warren Ellis explains how much he hates 
Nick Harkaway for having written it. I can 

relate: the ambition of this book would be envia-
ble even if the execution weren’t very impressive. 
And the execution is very impressive indeed.

I need to capture Gnomon’s essence in not many 
more words than it has pages: a daunting challenge 
in its own right, made harder by my heaping praise 
on it in my opening paragraph. Readers familiar 
with my reviews will know I hold no truck with the 
Spoiler Police, but I’m nonetheless hesitant to reveal 
too much – not because outlining the plot would 
spoil your enjoyment of it, but because it’s effec-
tively immune to summary. There’s just too much 
going on.

But still, let’s give it a go. For the setting, we have a 
dystopian future UK of the algorithmic-panopticon 
type: cameras and sensors everywhere, AI running 
all the things, democracy driven by mandatory 
online plebiscites covering everything from local 
disputes to major reforms of the legal apparatus. 
(It’s like the blockchain-enabled Society Of Tomor-
row™ that features in TED talks, which is of course 
the point.) There are no police any more, only the 
Witness, one of whom – Meilikki Neith – is our view-
point character. 

Neith has to investigate a high-profile case: the 
death in custody of a suspected dissident. Dissi-
dents like Diana Hunter are routinely identified by 
the System and brought in for questioning; more 
often than not, their dissidence is diagnosed as 
some incipient or as-yet-unnoticed mental illness 
or social dysfunction, and is treated before they’re 
released to go on with their lives in a happier, more 
well-adjusted manner. The treatment and diagnosis 
are performed by the same means: a combination 
of innovations that make it possible to read human 
mindstates with an astonishing level of fidelity, and 
also to edit them. It is during such a questioning that 
Diana Hunter, minor novelist and luddite recluse, 
died. The rarity of such deaths merits Neith’s inves-
tigation – she’s one of the best – because it’s impor-
tant that the System be seen to be fair, that due 
process is followed. 

The procedure is for Neith to review the memo-
ries retrieved from Hunter’s mind, so as to check 
whether she was the dissident that the System con-
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sidered she might be, and whether her death was 
thus akin to the suicide of a captured enemy agent 
– to see if she had something to hide, in other words. 
Hunter’s memories are duly dumped into Neith’s 
mind. But while she’s waiting for them to settle, she 
decides to go gumshoe around in Hunter’s anachro-
nistic house. The place is a Faraday cage, lined with 
books, devoid of cameras and sensors, and thus 
effectively off-grid in panopticonic terms. There, 
Neith meets an oddly-named androgyne who asks 
her a series of confusing questions, before rough-
ing her up and doing a runner. In the aftermath of 
this assault, Hunter’s memories begin to surface in 
Neith’s consciousness… only it seems that they’re 
not Hunter’s memories at all, but those of a succes-
sion of other characters.

These could almost be treated as novellas in their 
own right: first-person accounts which bring the 
experiences of their narrators into sharp and imme-
diate (if deliberately foreshortened) focus. Kyriakos 
the stock-market whizz-kid gains a god-like ability 

to see where the markets will turn, only to see them – 
and the rest of the world – turn sharply downwards. 
The alchemist Athenais is assigned to solve a Byz-
antine murder mystery that occurred in an occult 
contraption of her own fraudulent invention and 
ends up on an inter-planar vision-quest. Berihun, a 
feted artist in the last years of Haile Selassie’s Ethio-
pia, finds his creativity revitalised when invited by 
his games-designer daughter to contribute to her 
latest project, a dystopian surveillance-society RPG 
that presses all the wrong political buttons in a very 
Brexity contemporary Britain. And in a post-human 
far future, the book’s eponymous character takes up 
a tainted offer that might let them bring an end to 
all things, now, then, and forever more. As we move 
through these accounts, interspersed with Neith’s 

attempts to make sense of the mind they 
tumbled from, we realise that they are not 
mere nonsense that Hunter had hidden in 
her head, but something larger and stran-
ger and more interconnected than that.

The central notion isn’t exactly original – 
it’s rather Strossean, in fact. I doubt I was 
the only reader who, a third of the way 
through, had a solid notion of Harkaway’s 
intended trajectory, not to mention an 
inkling of why he was going there. Perhaps 
this is a thing that only a writer would say, 
but there’s a sense in which the real pro-
tagonist of Gnomon was Harkaway himself: 
much tension came from wondering how, 
if ever, Harkaway was going to land this 
thing without tearing off the undercar-
riage and ploughing into a passenger ter-
minal. I was prepared for (and would have 
forgiven) a moderately bumpy or abrupt 
landing, an ending that tried to play the 
game straight while using a doubled deck 
of cards. Heck, I’d have probably forgiven 
a hammer-it-home boot-on-a-face-forever 
conclusion – though that’s almost the exact 
opposite of what you get, even if things are 
far from happily-ever-after. 

But I never imagined Harkaway would 
have the audacity to have the book itself 
address me so directly and plainly in 
its final pages, to state its metafictional 
purpose while simultaneously claiming its 
own success... and yet he did, and it does, 
and it works (at least for me, shameless 
postmodernist that I am).

There’s so much more I could say, so much more I 
want to say, so much more I don’t know how to say. 
So I’ll just say: you should read it, it’s a masterpiece.

https://amzn.to/2QDBUxA
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Obelisk by Stephen Baxter
(Gollancz, 2016)
Reviewed by L J Hurst

 

Obelisk, a short story col-
lection, may be aimed at 
completists. On the other 

hand, one could ask ‘Complete 
what?’ The first of the four parts 
has a quartet of stories which 
tie-in with the recent Ultima and 
Proxima duology, but the next six, 
labelled as ‘Other Yesterdays’, are 
alternate histories, some close to 
steam-punk. When one of them, 
‘Fate and the Fire-lance’, first 
appeared in Lou Anders’ anthol-
ogy Sideways In Crime (2008) it was described 
as being part of Stephen Baxter’s then current 
series, the four volume Time’s Tapestry (2006-
2008), but it would be difficult now to make any 
of these stories fit that work. Baxter writes big, 
even prolix, books. Voyage, his 1997 alternate 
history of a manned mission to Mars required 
over 650 pages, but most of these alternate his-
tories have different starting points leaving 
him little room to develop a plot within his 
space constraints. When you add the metafic-
tional additional references, one story is enti-
tled ‘Mars Abides’ for instance, there are more 
difficulties for the reader in following events.

The last of the ‘Other Yesterdays’ is nicely didac-
tic and simultaneously despairing: ‘Eagle Song’ 
describes Anglo-Saxon clerks struggling with 
astronomy, helped by a diverted Arabic scholar, 
realising that a distant star is periodic; then cuts 
Kubrick-fashion to modern cosmologists with laser 
guides re-discovering that periodicity of Altair and 
advancing to realise that it is a message, just before 
space-war breaks out with Chinese selenites. This 
is educational in the sense that it argues (probably 
correctly) that the Dark Ages were not all dark, but 
the facts are told, not shown, which is a weakness.

In the last of the four sections, ‘StarCall’ is inter-
esting: the exchange between an earthling and a 
sentient spacecraft on a long voyage. The messages 
begin in boyhood and extend into old age – distance 
creating a time-lag.

Reverting to section three, though, ‘Other Todays’, 
‘The Pevatron Rats’ is the most gripping story 
here. The idea is not new: at Harwell, the nuclear 

research centre, experimen-
tal animals begin to play with 
time and causality. Both staff 
and guests are slow to realise 
what is happening, and as the 
first person to understand 
is visitor Joe Hathaway, the 
narrator of his own story, no 
scientist finds his realisation 
credible. As Hathaway has a 
daughter and a relationship 
developing with the site edu-
cation officer, one can find 
another metafictional con-
nection: there is a similar tri-
angle behind Nevil Shute’s No 
Highway, of course. This is the 
story in which plot, normality 
and scientific exposition best 
merge, creating a frisson of 
fear in the reader, and which – 

unlike No Highway – does not end happily.
Obelisk begins with a sense of wonder about 

spaceships swooping and monuments created to 
great exploits. The Afterword confirms that two 
of the stories named here were based on scientific 
concepts, so completists apart, if there are any 
old-fashioned young adults out there, then this 
is a collection for the YA. May they grow up to be 
cosmologists.

The Uploaded by Ferrett Steinmetz
(Angry Robot, 2017)
Reviewed by Rsaal Firoz

Ferrett Steinmetz transports us into a futur-
istic dystopia in this technological thriller. 
We see the world through the eyes of a young 

teen called Amichai, whose parents recently died 
and were transported to the ‘Upterlife’ - a com-
puter system where the dead can have their con-
sciousness uploaded. This happens to everyone, 
except people that have broken the law. These 
individuals are instead ‘Voided’ (which means that 
they die forever). Sadly, with fourteen uploaded 
generations still interfering with the world of the 
living, life for the ‘meat people’ has become mean-
ingless, as it is just a long wait until their death. 
They can’t even move around freely, as they are 
constantly being watched by the dead through 
surveillance cameras. Now, a group of teenagers 
are planning to rise against the system to make 

https://amzn.to/2L4yXkq
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this world their own again. 
While the idea certainly is brilliant, the story 

itself lacks some nuts and bolts. The biggest issue 
is the lack of description. Steinmetz uses words like 
shrive, earputer and coral-building and assumes we 
know what they mean (which we don’t, since this 
is a standalone book). Then, half-a-chapter later 
(sometimes longer), he tells us what they mean.  
 The characters are believable and well-construct-
ed, for the most part, although sometimes their 
reactions towards certain things seem unnatural 
and rehearsed. For example, Amichai does seem dis-
traught by his dead parents neglecting him, but then 
he just forgets it and moves on to do other things all 
too quickly, and never seems to be bothered by any-
thing that happens to him. His best friend, Dare, is 
hollow, with nothing to him apart from his knowl-
edge of computers and his homosexuality (the latter 
of which adds absolutely nothing to the story). Ami-
chai’s sister, however, was brilliantly portrayed – a 
seriously ill girl who still wants to make sure her 

brother has a bright future.  
On a more positive note, the story does raise some 

interesting questions. Should we be worried about 
the increasing government surveillance or is it all 
for our good? It is said that by 2019, there will be 
more surveillance than ever before, with mechani-
cal bugs recording our day-to-day lives. Is it right 
to create a manmade afterlife or should death be 
the final, inevitable destination? Should the world 
be made easier for the aged or faster for the young? 
This story answers these questions and creates 
many more.

Overall, I’d give The Uploaded two stars.

Daughter of Eden by Chris Beckett 
(Corvus, 2016)
Reviewed by Dave M. Roberts

The original story of ‘Dark Eden’ told us of 
the landing of three astronauts, two of 
whom remained on the strange dark planet 

while the other returned to try to get help. Dark 
Eden, the novel, then told of how the society that 
descended from them split up several generations 
later. Mother of Eden takes the story another five 
generations down the line, to the point where 
distinctly separate communities, even countries, 
have formed.

The third book of the Eden trilogy takes us back to 
Eden some 15-20 years after the events of Mother of 
Eden and little has changed in the lives of the people 
at Veeklehouse, and less so for the tiny community 
of Kneefolk (the home of Angie Redlantern, whose 
story is being told). Very little changed, that is, until 
the invasion by the armies of New Earth, the most 
advanced and largest community on the planet.

https://amzn.to/2PqZSXS
https://amzn.to/2B0bkVr
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The book is very much in two parts. First is the 
story of how Angie came to be the person she is. 
This runs in two narratives, the present-day story 
of the invasion, and her efforts to escape with her 
small community. More significantly, the other nar-
rative goes back to very shortly after the events of 
the previous book. Angie is left pretty much alone 
after her friend Starlight goes off to New Earth. Suf-
fering from a common facial defect, referred to as a 
bat face and something of an outsider even within 
her tiny community, Angie is taken under the wing 
of a shadow speaker. Her time with Mary is spent 
developing an understanding of the art of Shadow 
speaking. This is something that is widely regarded 
as taking advantage of the superstitions and fears 
of people by pretending to be in contact with Gela, 
the original astronaut, who is regarded as mother 
of the people of Eden. It is clear that Mary firmly 
believes that she is hearing the voice of Gela, and 
Angie is led to believe that she too will hear it when 
the time comes. The events in the present-day nar-
rative make it clear she never became a shadow 
speaker.

In the second half, the novel takes an abrupt turn, 
as a ship from Earth arrives. So, we have two ques-
tions regarding faith. Firstly, what happens when 
you find that the one thing you have devoted your life 
to turns out not to be true? It comes as no surprise 
that Angie cannot hear the voice of Gela, however 
much she wants to - if only to please Mary, the one 
person who showed sensitivity about her appear-
ance. Secondly, what happens when your gods do 
show up, but are not in any way what you expect? 
The people from Earth are just as surprised to see 
people, as the people of New Earth are to be visited. 
Theirs was not a rescue mission, as was expected, 
but one of scientific investigation.

A significant impact of the arrival is that the 
reader suddenly sees Eden and the people living 
there for what they are. This is something that gets 
lost, as it is easy to forget that they are in near total 
darkness and living at what is little better than sub-
sistence level. When the light is thrown upon them, 
you see them for the poor, malnourished but deter-
mined people they are. The broken dreams become 
all the more tragic because of it. This is a novel of 
failed communication, broken stories, and the resil-
ience of those stories even when confronted with 
the truth that is behind them. It’s not what they 
want or expect, and have built their lives around, so 
it cannot possibly be true. Somehow the story will 
survive, bent and reshaped as it must be to encom-
pass the uncomfortable facts, and in many ways 
that’s more important than the truth.

Thin Air by Richard Morgan
(Gollancz, 2017)
Reviewed by Stuart Carter

It’s hard being a bio-engineered human hybrid 
designed to sleep four months out of twelve 
on the cargo ships that criss-cross the solar 

system, awakening only when needed as a final 
safeguard to protect company property against 
pirates or revolutionaries. 

But things are especially hard when you were 
literally created to do one job but been fired from 
it and marooned on Mars - a Mars that, although 
settled for a couple of centuries and transformed by 
technology into a relatively liveable place, remains 
a planet-wide frontier town. Comfortable enclaves 
of civilisation can be found there, but they’re only 
for those who can afford them, which isn’t the vast 
majority of Martians.

Hak Veil is stuck on Mars, and hates it: he hates 
Mars, he hates its corrupt politicians, its police, its 
criminals; he hates the rich people, the poor people, 
famous people, ordinary people, broken people, 
hopeful people – he has a bad word for everyone, 
himself included. And yet, inexplicably, he still has 
friends; even more inexplicably, there seem to be no 
end of people ready to have sex with him.

When he’s not stomping around in a furious rage 
or having sex, Veil sells the skills and talents that 
made him such effective security on company 
spaceships: he hurts and maims people for money. 

https://amzn.to/2PrlymV
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He’s very good at it. He also has a military-grade 
computer in his head that can assess threats, hack 
doors, override security, control his metabolism 
and call him a taxi whenever a ride is needed. Sort 
of like Alexa or Siri, but better.

Following yet another shitty day on Mars, Veil 
faces a spell in jail due to his latest job for one of the 
local organised crime syndicates (which he hates). 
Fortunately for him, COLIN, the Colony Initiative 
(whom he hates), have chosen this particular day to 
announce an unexpected audit: a hostile takeover 
of sorts by the rich suits from Earth, which throws 
most of Mars into a guilty panic. Veil hates account-
ants but is offered his freedom if he’ll act as security 
for one of the bean-counters from down the gravity 
well. Veil hates gravity wells.

To everyone’s surprise (not least mine) this 
accountant is overwhelmingly attracted to Veil, but 
successfully overcomes her natural instinct to have 
sex with him - and Veil hates not having sex with 
attractive accountants even more than he hates 
attractive accountants. Then there’s lots of fight-
ing and violence amongst lots of horrible, angry 
people who live crappy lives on this crappy planet 
under a crappy system ruled by uncaring bastards 
who couldn’t care less about anything or anyone 
but have still come millions of miles to make their 
crappy lives even crappier.

Honestly, everything in Thin Air is just so awful, 
it’s exhausting.

What saves it – barely – is Morgan’s undeniable 
brilliance as a writer. He evokes a future Mars 
without infodumping once: the history, the people, 
the new technologies – all is shown, not told, excep-
tionally well. There are scrappy hints and clues and 
throwaway lines that deliver all of the detail needed 
to build this future interplanetary society per-
fectly. All of this minutiae slots together so effort-
lessly that you can’t help but be in awe of Morgan’s 
world-building skills. The astonishing achievement 
of a human colony on such a hostile, alien world is 
rendered so utterly mundane and squalid. His Mars 
feels so real you can almost taste its horrible fla-
vours. It’s stunningly real.

The idea of humanity colonising and living on 
another planet seems entirely possible in Thin Air, 
but credulity is stretched to breaking point by the 
idea of this bastard Martian gumshoe having any 
friends, let alone anyone wanting to have consen-
sual sex with him. Nope, not buying it.

Maybe it’s time for Morgan to take a break from 
writing about anti-hero supermen in his novels; 
we’ve had Takeshi Kovacs in Altered Carbon, Carl 
Marsalis in Black Man, Ringil in The Steel Remains, 
and now Veil in Thin Air.

I want more of Morgan’s virtuoso written fiction, 
but I want him to tell a different story for a change.

Killer T by Robert Muchamore
(Hot Key Books, 2018)
Reviewed by Ben Jeapes

Robert Muchamore isn’t known for writing 
sf, but it’s no surprise to be reviewing him 
because evidence to hand suggests he has 

an sfnal mind. He is best known for the CHERUB 
books, a witty and enjoyable YA series about a 
section of British Intelligence that solely uses 
child agents. CHERUB is described with a geekish 
attention to detail, structured and run by adults 
with appropriately consistent procedures and 
levels of hierarchy such that you can actually 
believe, if CHERUB existed, it would exist like this.

Muchamore’s kids can be your best friend and 
their own worst enemy. They swear, get drunk, have 
sex, misbehave, can be amazingly brave and deeply 
vulnerable, and generally act like real teenagers. 
And Muchamore isn’t averse to occasionally killing 
off a main character, quite by surprise and even 
from the character’s own viewpoint.

All of which happens in Killer T, his first sf title and 
standalone novel.

The sf is well hidden in Part 1 as we meet the two 
main characters – Harry, an ex-pat Brit kid at a Las 
Vegas high school, and Charlie, a girl sentenced by 

https://amzn.to/2Pt6chM
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fate to a life of trailer-trashdom. So far, so teen-dra-
ma, though the inherent likeability that any adult 
will find in a teenager they get to know well keeps 
the reader going. Then comes the first surprise, 
a hard decision leading to an enforced two-year 
break before Part 2. During those two years, the 
first of the bioplagues strikes, and nothing is ever 
quite the same again.

Now we come to see why Muchamore chose Vegas 
as a setting – apart from the obvious of wanting 
to catch the US audience. (I’ve no idea if an actual 
American will find it convincing, but it worked 
for me; and a CHERUB novel also featured Vegas 
heavily, so it may well be somewhere he actually 
knows). It’s an isolated outpost in the middle of a 
desert, so can ride out the worst effects of the global 
plagues, though not unscathed, and also serves as a 
handy authorial close-up of the global scene. There 
are more plagues to come, each one bioengineered, 
sometimes by governments and sometimes by 
bored kids in a back room. Muchamore knows his 
human nature all too well. The story continues in 
leaps of two or three years until Charlie and Harry 
are in their late twenties. More plagues come, each 
with nastier effects.

And life goes on, which is where Killer T really 
scores. There’s no totalitarian government arising 
from the ashes, no post-apocalyptic scenario 
begging for a movie franchise. Society is hit hard 
by the plagues – but it persists, as it did after the 
Black Death: both in a recognisable form to what 
it was before but also never the same again. Each 
time, the world just shifts onto a new course. This 
is only a slightly post-apocalyptic world, and thanks 
to modern communications it retains the knowl-
edge that it has always had. Sadly, that knowledge 
includes how to splice genes in a garage somewhere 
as easily as a present-day teenager can hack an 
account.

So, from some points of view, Killer T may be 
on the borderline between sf and technothriller. 
The plagues are not just arbitrarily described, but 
plausibly backed up with biological research and 
extrapolation. The eponymous deadliest plague 
gets its name because it hijacks the body’s killer-T 
cells, which normally produce antibodies, and turns 
them into virus factories. But I say sf, because – a 
bit like my favourite plague novel, Earth Abides (in 
which the effects of plague are much, much worse) 
– this isn’t so much about the plagues as an intel-
ligent exploration of their effects, and above all 
about humanity persevering. If nothing else, give it 
to your own teens because unlike other dystopian 
YA series, it teaches them about being human and it 
gives hope.

The Doomed City  
by Arkady and Boris Strugatsky
(Gollancz, 2017)
Reviewed by Kerry Dodd

The Strugatsky brothers are often syn-
onymised with their most famous novel 
Roadside Picnic – which is hardly surprising 

as it certainly is a breath-taking read. Until fairly 
recently finding copies of their less well-known 
works, such as Hard to be a God or Monday Starts 
on Saturday, has been a veritable challenge. SF 
Masterworks’ re-publication of these iconic clas-
sics is both a joy and a tribute to the rich literary 
output of the brothers. Particularly timely given 
last year’s re-release of Stalker, an adaptation of 
Roadside Picnic directed by Andrei Tchaikovs-
ky, these novels offer a thrilling window into SF 
written during the Soviet era whose core mes-
sages still have an urgency that resonate in the 
modern day. Indeed, Dmitry Glukhovsky, who 
himself has become a key figure in Russian SF fol-
lowing the cult success of Metro 2033, writes in his 
introduction to the new release of The Doomed City 
that ‘there comes a point at which science fiction 

https://amzn.to/2PrK8Ea
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is transformed into a means for at least hinting at 
the true state of affairs.’. Proudly declaring on its 
front cover that this is a book that was ‘so politi-
cally risky that its very existence was kept secret 
for sixteen years’, The Doomed City evidently is 
unafraid to challenge systematic hegemony and 
re-inscribes how SF offers not only poignant mes-
sages about the future, but equally the present. 

The Doomed City centres around ‘The Experiment’ 
in which people from different countries and time-
periods within the twentieth century are separated 
from their previous lives and forced to co-exist in an 
artificial new city, where the sun is akin to a giant 
lightbulb that can be turned off in an instant, and 
the occupants can mysteriously understand each 
other, regardless of language barriers. As the title 
suggests, this social experiment is one which is not 
marked for success. Each occupant must take part 
in the job lottery, a system which dictates every 
person’s function and place within the metropolis. 
Following the political rise of Andrei Voronin, an 
astronomer from 1950s Leningrad, who transitions 
from garbage collector, police investigator, newspa-
per editor and eventually bureaucrat, The Doomed 
City interrogates the core conceptualisations of 
social hierarchy. Each chapter focuses on the chal-
lenges that Andrei faces within these roles, from a 
hoard of baboons that descend upon the city to the 
Red Building that uncannily appears and abducts 
people seemingly at random. The novel is overtly 
one with many questions, few of which are con-
cretely resolved. For although 
the city’s quirks add a sense of 
intrigue to the narrative, the 
Strugatskys’ writing really 
shines in the realistic conver-
sations that simultaneously 
affirm and expose the social 
stratification which the exper-
iment has artificially induced. 

As the novel progresses, 
some of the critiques are evi-
dently closer to the surface 
than others. The stark con-
trast in Andrei’s disposition to 
professions he deems as being 
‘lower’, as he rises through 
society, has overt classist 
overtones; meanwhile, the 
apparent lack of any crea-
tive industry within the city 
is mentioned in an almost 
ephemeral aside that has a 
chilling parallel to modern 
anxieties towards arts 
funding cuts. The concluding 

expedition to discover what lies beyond the city, as 
well as the mythical supposition of an anti-city, is 
one which seeks to push the human to its extreme 
– to analyse what the term ‘human’ even means. 
As Andrei reaches the ‘final understanding’ at the 
novel’s close this is clearly the opening of one small 
area amongst a much wider vista. Each of the sec-
tions has a wistfully vignette style to them, for while 
at times they may be all too brief, the small allusions 
have a pervasively haunting nature. The Doomed 
City is a robust novel that is not just a gateway to 
Russian SF or Soviet censorship but one whose 
core ideas will retain a continuing relevance as the 
human race scrutinises social stratification against 
the enduring backdrop refrain that ‘the experiment 
is the experiment’.

The Djinn Falls in Love (& other stories) 
edited by Mahvesh Murad and Jared Shurin
(Solaris, 2017)
Reviewed by Dan Hartland

In the introduction to their excellent anthology 
The Djinn Falls In Love, Mahvesh Murad and 
Jared Shurin write that “every culture, every 

author, has their own djinn, jinn or genie”. This 
is another way of saying not just that all cultures 
have fairies, but that jinn have long been bowd-
lerised by other cultures; the anthology’s great 

strength, and occasionally 
its only weakness, is that 
it appears unconcerned by 
this thorny inheritance of 
tradition.

In Helene Wecker’s 
“Majnun”, for instance, jinn 
are far from existentially 
hidebound, perfectly able to 
convert to precisely the faith 
whose verses also exorcise 
them. In Kuzhali Manick-
avel’s menacing “How We 
Remember You”, it is the jinni 
who is tortured and beset, 
the humans who are the 
sadistic tricksters. In Kirsty 
Logan’s “The Spite House”, 
the djinn have been emanci-
pated, but remain only half-
admitted to wider society.

The tricky ghost of appro-
priation is sometimes 
present in all this garrulous 

https://amzn.to/2QjuZKs
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invention. There’s a queasy Orientalism in Claire 
North’s rollicking “Hurrem and the Djinn” – sultans 
and harems, evil viziers and powerful sorcerers – 
which seems not to reinvent the jinn so much as 
rehash Agrabah. Maria Dahvana Headley’s atmos-
pheric “Black Powder”, on the other hand, trans-
plants the jinn to the Western, reconfiguring them 
as bullets in a mystical gun; but it’s not clear what 
we gain from this, other than a tightly and evoca-
tively written story.

I sound more equivocal than I mean to. In Amal 
El-Mohtar’s elegiac “A Tale of Ash in Seven Birds” 
alone, this collection earns its keep: as the jinn 
shapeshift from one avian form to another, desper-
ately seeking one which can survive first a thriv-
ing and then a collapsing human society, the reader 
experiences in a few brief pages all the magic that 
one might expect to flow from a realm of smoke and 
flame. In EJ Swift’s science fiction “The Jinn Hunt-
er’s Apprentice”, meanwhile, the jinn have made it 
to the stars – and cause as much havoc and horror 
onboard a spaceship as any Giger-ish nightmare.

Indeed, the anthology is often on safer ground 
when looking towards one future or another. In Saad 
Z. Hossain’s memorable “Bring Your Own Spoon”, 
for example, the jinn awake after a long sleep to find 
a post-collapse human civilisation made habitable 
only by air-cleaning nanotechnology with which 
they feel an odd kinship. In “Duende 2077” by Jamal 
Mahjoub, meanwhile, capitalism has “spiralled into 
social anarchy, chaos and moral bankruptcy” (p. 
207), and an Islamic Great Britain has emerged 
from the wreckage; here, too, the jinn appear as a 
sort of meme, a symbol of rebellion and refusal (jinn 
don’t feature in KJ Parker’s high fantasy “Message 
In A Bottle”, either - except as a Schrodinger’s mist).

Where the jinn are made contemporary, too, these 
stories shine. In the claustrophobic horror of “Reap”, 
US military drone operators encounter a force beyond 
them; Sophia Al-Maria pointedly makes domestic 
violence the consequence of her protagonist’s belief 
in a jinni’s capacity to possess and corrupt his wife; 
JY Yang’s bittersweet “Glass Lights” focuses on a 
woman descended from jinn who perceives desires 
and enables others to fulfil them, but is powerless to 
achieve her own. These are all powerful statements 
and exceptional stories. It is a sign of their quality 
that they eclipse arguably more minor contributions 
from names like Gaiman, Smythe and Okorafor.

One of the most exciting developments in SF of 
recent years is its opening-out to global perspec-
tives and traditions. Murad and Shurin’s collection 
is at the vanguard of this movement, its polyphony 
testament to the refreshing power of diversity. In 
Kamila Shamsie’s “The Congregation”, the narrator 
is half-human, half-jinn. “All he’s ever wanted is to 

be possessed,” an exorcist remarks of him, “There is 
no evil here, only love” (p. 22). In its most creative 
and thoughtful recreations of the jinn, this collec-
tion of very high literary merit also brings us closer 
together in understanding and endeavour.

The Master Of Time by David Wingrove
(Del Rey, 2017)
Reviewed by Graham Andrews

Back in the Olden Days – well, two years 
ago, to be a bit more exact – I reviewed The 
Empire of Time, the first volume in David 

Wingrove’s ‘Road to Moscow’ sequence (Vector # 
281, 2015). It just feels like a long time.

I found it devilishly difficult to re-enter the exten-
sively recomplicated ‘chronoverse’ in which the 
viewpoint character, Otto Behn, moves and has his 
several beings. To recap, the often very un-gentle 
Behn is a Reisende (German for time traveller) who 
is fighting all along the three-millennial timeline to 
prevent the Russians from winning the Rassenkampf 
(racial war). He might be on the good side – or he 
might not. If wishy-washy concepts like ‘good’ and 
‘evil’ have any real meaning here, about which I’m 
having my doubts.

The last line of my Empire review was decidedly 
upbeat: “And now the past-to-present-and-then-back-
again peregrinations of Otto Behn will control a sig-
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nificant part of my own book-reading future, on the 
Sat Nav-free Road to Moscow.” I meant that most sin-
cerely, I really really did. But then the sequel volume, 
The Ocean of Time, was engulfed by a chrono synclas-
tic infundibulum, which still seems as good as expla-
nation to me or its non-availability as any. There 
might have been a Vector review copy on offer, though 
it remains unbeknownst to me. My local (Brussels) 
bookshops didn’t have it in stock. I only buy books 
from Amazon as a last resort – bit of a Luddite, myself 
– but I never got round to it, this time. Then, two or 
three days after I’d decided to review Master, I picked 
up a second-hand copy of Ocean. Thank you, scruffy 
little god of book reviewers.

Ocean moves directly on from Empire and it isn’t 
the usual second volume of a trilogy. There is very 
little ‘story so far’ stuff, ‘mark-time’ trudging, or 
‘foreshadowing’ of Master. ‘Roads to Moscow’ is a 
novel split into three parts – like the late-lamented 
Brian Aldiss’s Helliconia – and it should be reach as 
such. Aldiss called the whole sequence “Tremen-
dous” (front-cover blurb of Master) and he sure 
wasn’t wrong. The mixture is pretty well much as 
before. Headlong action, no mucking about with all 
that mushy love stuff – well, maybe a little – and the 
bare minimum of expository blether.

The opening acts of Master are played out in New 
York City and Washington, D. C., where Otto Behn 
has a strange encounter with “Dick, Philip K. – 
President of the United States in 1984. Also science 
fiction writer” (from the ten-page Character List): 
“Well, maybe what I’ve done is to create a major 
alternative timeline by giving Dick the owl, unless 
this has become a central reality – the main trunk 
of the Tree of Worlds – and just how likely is that?” 
(p. 31). He later becomes allied with “Shakespeare, 
William – also known as ‘Will’. Poet and playwright 
from the sixteenth and seventh centuries” (ditto). 
Among many other mega-celebs, including Einstein, 
Kepler, Stalin, and Turing, Alan. It’s like the Crucifix-
ion scene in The Greatest Story Ever Told (1965) film, 
where almost every bankable film or TV star of that 
era turned up on the Via Doloroso.

The long-drawn-out ‘War for Time’ does end, or at 
least results in an Armistice that might soon lead 
to something even more terrible. But I’m still not 
entirely sure about what everyone did to whom and 
why they wanted to do it all to each other in the first 
place. John Le Carre in SF-mode: Behn (i.e. Smiley) 
vying against his arch-enemy, Karla – no, Kalya. 
Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Tempunaut. There is a dis-
tinctly Time Machine-ish quality to the final chapter, 
aptly entitled ‘And the Ruination of Worlds’, but I 
won’t give anything else away – even if I could trust 
myself to get it right, which I don’t. All roads lead to 
Moscow, but not as we know it . . .

Embers of War by Gareth L Powell
(Titan Books, 2018)
Reviewed by Stuart Carter

(With apologies to lovers of Excession).

GSV Common Tongue to GCU Filibustering 
With Megatons

They’re doing it again - that crazy “Earth” 
place is comparing another writer to Iain M. Banks. 
The GCU No, Please, I Insist has been monitoring 
developments and spotted this Gareth L. Powell 
fellow and his new book, Embers of War. They say 
it’s very Banks.

GCU Filibustering With Megatons to GSV Common 
Tongue

You mean Agent Banks? The one Special Circum-
stances sent to prepare the Earthies for contact?

GSV Common Tongue to GCU Filibustering With 
Megatons

Yes. Unless we have another agent there?

GCU Filibustering With Megatons to GSV Common 
Tongue

…

GSV Common Tongue to GCU Filibustering With 
Megatons

Hmm. I thought Banks was extracted, given a pat 
on the back for going above and beyond, and then 
retired somewhere more...Cultured?

GCU Filibustering With Megatons to GSV Common 
Tongue

He was, but we’re still monitoring them, still 
hoping for a miracle. It seems Banks may have made 
more of an impression than we thought. Some of the 
work this Earthie Powell has created is really rather 
good.

GSV Common Tongue to GCU Filibustering With 
Megatons

Powell definitely is one of them, is he?

GCU Filibustering With Megatons to GSV Common 
Tongue

Yes. That strange shouty orange one aside, some 
of them are quite smart. For meat, anyway.
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GSV Common Tongue to GCU Filibustering With 
Megatons

You should read this new story of his: it’s all about 
a complex community of space-going races, which, 
of course, includes the – ahem - Earthies. In the book 
there’s been another one of those horrible big space 
wars they seem to enjoy reading about so much. This 
one’s slightly different, however, because it ended 
after a planet-wide genocide, which was deemed a 
bit much even by their savage standards. I’ll send 
you a copy. Here.

GCU Filibustering With Megatons to GSV Common 
Tongue

Thanks. Yes, I see what you mean. An interesting 
and entertaining read. For meat.

GSV Common Tongue to GCU Filibustering With 
Megatons

I wish you’d stop saying that. Did you not enjoy the 
story? What about the warship responsible for the 
genocide, Battle Dog, that was decommissioned and 
had chosen to work as a rescue ship? Don’t you think 
it sounds like an early Culture vessel?

GCU Filibustering With Megatons to GSV Common 
Tongue

Very early, if you ask me. It follows “orders” from 
the meat!

GSV Common Tongue to GCU Filibustering With 
Megatons

Yes, but the point is that these veterans, includ-
ing the Battle Dog are working together to atone 
and make things better. And what about their latest 
mission to a place called The Gallery? It’s a system 
some vanished super race has carved an entire 
planetary system into a work of art? That’s classic 
Agent Banks stuff.

GCU Filibustering With Megatons to GSV Common 
Tongue

Not that advanced, they’re still using planets.

GSV Common Tongue to GCU Filibustering With 
Megatons

But these planets are almost like Involucra Shell-
worlds – the ones Agent Banks revealed in Matter. 
And they’ve not just reshaped planets, they’ve 
reshaped an entire system; rather nicely, too. I’m 
not sure we could do very much better.

Did you not like the people in the story? They’re all 
a bit of a mess with their guilt and regret and failure, 

but I appreciated their attempts to atone and be 
better. They’ve got spirit and bravado, but carefully 
leavened with world-weary sadness; they’re trying 
their best, surely you have to admire that? 

GCU Filibustering With Megatons to GSV Common 
Tongue

Yes, yes, all right, having just reread it, I agree. 
This is what the Earthies call “space opera”, isn’t it? 
A background of Fun Space – sorry, I mean fiction – 
that allows the writer to tell a real story. The physics 
might be a mess, but I like it.

GSV Common Tongue to GCU Filibustering With 
Megatons

Should we bring Powell in? He’d make a great 
understudy for Agent Banks.

GCU Filibustering With Megatons to GSV Common 
Tongue

No, leave Powell where he is for now, but keep an 
eye on him. He’s got real potential...

https://amzn.to/2PrlKm9
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The House of Binding Thorns  
by Aliette de Bodard 
(Gollancz, 2017)
Reviewed by Nick Hubble

The House of Binding Thorns 
follows on from the BSFA Best 
Novel winner of 2015, The 

House of Shattered Wings but both 
is and isn’t a sequel to that earlier 
book. While key characters, such as 
the addicted alchemist, Madeleine, 
and weak-willed immortal, Philippe, 
are still central to the proceedings, 
they are joined by a range of new 
protagonists, such as the heavily-
pregnant Françoise, who lives with 
the dying ‘Fallen’ (magical returned 
angel), Berith, outside the big ‘House’ 
system through which the Fallen 
exert their power over this alter-
nate Paris, and Thuan, a nephew 
of Ngoc Bich, the ruler of the Dragon kingdom 
under the Seine. While the first novel concerned 
the fortunes of House Silverspires, the action in 
the second is centred – as its title suggests – on 
House Hawthorn, headed by the enigmatic and 
deliciously evil Asmodeus. 

The advantage of unabashed genre fiction over 
mainstream realist fiction is that it enables a much 
clearer depiction of how power relations, both at 
individual and societal level, function. In a modern 
society with the ideological veneer of the political 
equality of citizens, Asmodeus would no doubt be 
the epitome of the manipulative centrist politician 
who is truly monstrous. However, as de Bodard 
gradually reveals to us, the seemingly absolute 
power of the House system actually forces him to 
take responsibility for his actions. By the end of the 
novel, his relationship with his dependant, Made-
leine, who is initially terrified of him, has been 
transformed into something mutually meaningful 
in subtle and complex ways. 

Of course, the idea that relationships in a feudal 
system might be both richer and more human than 
those in a capitalist democracy has been a mainstay 
of genre since Walter Scott’s historical novels of 
the early nineteenth century. But while this under-
standing is central to The Lord of the Rings and the 
subsequent works it influenced, this doesn’t mean 
that all fantasy writers employing feudal elements 
share the politics of Tolkien. De Bodard takes pains 

to show us the difficul-
ties but also the pos-
sibilities of building 
a community outside 
the Houses in the poor 
dockside region of 
La Goute d’Or, where 
Françoise, Berith and 
Philippe are trying 
to make their lives 
amongst the Vietnam-
ese Community. More 
significantly, however, 
the world she depicts 
is devoid of the patri-
archal and compulso-
ry-heterosexual logic 
that once upon a time 
was taken for granted 
as the natural mecha-
nism of fantasy.

A queer feudal 
society in which 
power relationships 
are openly visible 
and consent proves 

central to meaningful relationships turns out to be 
highly seductive. It is not fear alone that maintains 
the loyalty of House Hawthorn dependants to Asmo-
deus. Indeed, in perhaps the most important politi-
cal dimension to the novel, de Bodard shows how 
fear corrupts the potential for dynamic consensual 
relationships in her society. Fear is shown to be self-
perpetuating and immune even to attempts to begin 
with a clean sheet, as the revolutionary terror at the 
beginning of Asmodeus’s reign as Head is retrospec-
tively revealed to have been. Instead, we are offered 
the prospect of a future with no promises other than 
the opportunity to live in it and see what happens.

The House of Binding Thorns blends the power 
plays and magical exchanges of classic fantasy 
with intriguing mystery, queer romance, Paris-
ian settings, Vietnamese legends, and the sensi-
bility of the nineteenth-century gothic novel into 
an intoxicating potion. While the plot is skilfully 
constructed to move the protagonists through a 
series of interlocking climaxes, the overall effect 
is not so much resolution as a delirious feeling of 
sensory overload. The reader is left with that kind 
of hangover in which dizziness and pain are expe-
rienced as sensual pleasures; still able to feel the 
burn of angel essence at the back of their throat 
and in thrall to the orange-blossom-and-bergamot 
scent of desire.

https://amzn.to/2PpEu5r
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A Peace Divided by Tanya Huff
(Titan Books, 2017)
Reviewed by Sandra Unerman

Far in the future, Torin Kerr is the leader of 
a team of wardens who work for the inter-
galactic Confederation’s Justice Department. 

They are sent on dangerous missions against 
armed criminals far across space.

This novel begins in the middle of a fight, as they 
deal with a gang of gun runners. But the main plot 
concerns an expedition to rescue archaeologists 
who have been taken hostage on a planet once 
inhabited by a lost civilisation. The captors are 
mercenaries in search of a weapon to use against 
aliens made of sentient plastic who have caused a 
devastating intergalactic war. We see the troubles 
of the hostages and their captors as they cope with a 
hostile environment. Their story is interwoven with 
the adventures of their rescuers. Torin and her team 
have to cross difficult terrain, while they puzzle 
over the identity of the mercenaries’ employer and 
the relationship between the planet’s former inhab-
itants and the plastic aliens.

The setting for the story is complex, built up from 
earlier novels by Huff. The Confederation for which 
Torin works used to be at war with the Primacy, a war 
which ended when both sides discovered they had 
been manipulated by the plastic aliens. The estab-
lishment of peace and the provision of support for 
people who have suffered damage are aims of both 
sides. They do not trust each other, although both are 
keen to avoid a return to war. Because the mercenar-
ies include people from both sides, members of the 
Primacy are added to Torin’s team. They must find a 
way of making peace a reality between individuals, 
whatever the politics in the background.

In this universe humans are not the only intelli-
gent life form. In fact, they are among the Younger 
Races regarded as not well evolved socially by the 
Elders. The hostages, their captors and the rescue 
team all include a mixture of species with widely 
different physical and mental characteristics. By 
contrast, a terrorist organisation which threat-
ens peace is Humans First, whose members claim 
primacy for humans, resent the Confederation and 
regard the other races as degenerate. 

All this complexity does not get in the way of the 
story. Instead, much of the excitement is provided 
by the potential conflicts it creates. The characters 
struggle to adjust to one another, while they cope 
with the burdens of their own history and threats 
they do not understand. We are shown their lives 

from different points of view, with most emphasis 
on Torin and on one of the archaeologists, Arniz, 
an old female from a lizard species. The emotional 
reactions of everyone involved are further compli-
cated by the different sexual habits of the different 
species and by cross-cutting friendships and loyal-
ties. The strain imposed by service in the military is 
an ongoing theme and so is the constraint imposed 
by the Justice Department’s nonviolent ideology. 
Torin’s team are deployed only when it’s been deter-
mined that force against force cannot be avoided.

The principal characters, especially Torin and 
Arniz, have strong, well developed personalities. 
Humour runs throughout the novel, some derived 
from the interplay between the species, such as the 
bureaucracy loving Dornagain, who have names 
like Many Pieces Make a Whole, some from indi-
vidual personalities, including Salitwisi, the other 
lizard archaeologist, who has no idea how much 
his responses irritate the hostage takers. Life on 
the space station and in the jungle is vividly evoked 
through convincing details and there is plenty of 
fast-paced action.

This is a compelling thriller with a rich setting and 
appealing characters. The echoes of the world we 
live in are thought-provoking without being heavy-
handed. Fans of Huff’s earlier novels will enjoy this 
one. For new readers, this may not be the best place 
to start but it is a strong and well-told story in its 
own right. 

https://amzn.to/2AYt7MG
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Hidden Sun by Jaine Fenn
(Angry Robot, 2018)
Reviewed by Paul Graham Raven

If Hidden Sun is anything to go by, those Angry 
Robots have really raised their editorial game, 
steadily staking out a sweet spot between 

depth and accessibility. I particularly admire the 
efficiency with which Fenn sets out her board and 
game-pieces, deftly and swiftly showing char-
acter, but shifting to telling where necessary to 
keep things moving. Noble proto-scientist Rhia 
is pretty much nailed onto the page by the time 
you’ve turned the first five of them, and if angry 
orphan Dej seems a little simpler, well, she had 
simple upbringing in a skylander crèche... and a 
gift for theft and rebellion (with an attitude to 
match) is more than many would manage 
to escape with from a childhood so narrow. 
The story ticks over at a reasonable RPM 
during the set-up, and I thought I was in 
for a lively if somewhat YA-ish adventure 
yarn until, perhaps a quarter of the way 
through, Fenn decides everything’s in 
position and stomps on the gas, at which 
point the plot slams into high gear: adven-
ture, intrigue and violence ensue. 

Not gratuitous violence, mind you – no 
visceral gore and buckets of blood. Rather, 
Fenn’s strong on the psychological impact 
of disruptive events, and on the discombu-
latory effects of violence on those untrained 
to it. Both Rhia and Dej end up far closer to 
killers and killing than either had reason to 
expect, and the shock and shame and repul-
sion is well-handled; no glorification here, 
but no flinching either from the facts of life 
and death.

So what’s it all about, eh? You might be 
fairly fooled into thinking you were reading 
a contemporary take on the planetary 
romance, but there are subtle hints along the 
way that you’re actually experiencing some-
thing closer to a classic Dying Earth set-up. 
There’s a similar sense of deep future-histo-
ry here as you’d find in Wolfe’s Book of the 
New Sun, with our current epoch reduced to 
the merest archaeological rumour, and the 
desperate geo-engineered meddlings and 
modifications yet to come all but forgotten, 
their effects quite literally normalised. At 
some point, you see, a series of shades were 

raised above the Earth to shield it from the savage 
sun, but the coverage is incomplete, a patchwork 
– though whether that’s deliberate is not yet clear. 
The result is a rather neat “same planet, different 
worlds” situation, providing the geographical and 
sociotechnical schism between the the skylands 
and the shadowlands (and their respective kin) that 
powers the plot.

 Shadowkin, it seems, are pretty much base-
line human beings, albeit ones reduced to a socio-
technical state that varies between late medieval 
and early Renaissance: no electricity, no high tech-
nology and – perhaps most importantly – no metals, 
as they’ve all long since been squandered (by thee 
and me). The skykin, by contrast, are some sort 
of posthuman adaptation to the relentless solar 
onslaught of life in the lands that lie beyond the 
shade. And it is an adaptation, rather than a spe-
ciation: that’s why their children are given over to 
crèches in the shadowlands to be raised, before 
being reclaimed in their mid-teens and taken back 

https://amzn.to/2Pt6qp8
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to the skylands to be bonded with their animus, a 
long-lived (but ultimately mortal) implant-symbi-
ont that gifts them with a supersense of their sur-
roundings, scaly sun-proof skin and (when it works 
properly) the memories of its previous hosts, going 
back generations. Like all great gifts, it comes at 
a cost: skykin are shorter lived than their shady 
cousins, and the animus implantation ritual bears 
no small resemblance to being dosed up on entheo-
gens and crudely trepanned next to a desert camp-
fire. Such is Dej’s fate, though she’s less lucky; as a 
sort of skykin orphan or reject, she gets given an old 
and janky animus that doesn’t function as it should, 
and ends up rejected twice over, taking up – less 
by choice than brutal necessity – with her fellow 
clanless rogues of the skyland, who eke out a mal-
adapted (and justifiably embittered) subsistence 
through hunting weird skyland fauna, and raiding 
the occasional shadowkin caravan.

Rhia’s circumstances are considerably more 
privileged, and she knows it – though not as well 
as she might. Orphaned daughter of a minor but 
wealthy noble house in the shadowland of Shen, she 
has inherited her late father’s role as an “enquirer” 
– deliberate hints of the Renaissance rise of the 
natural philosophers, here – at which she excels by 
both aptitude and inclination. Only it’s not a role 
that the rather inegalitarian shadowland culture 
approves of women holding, and her position is 
further complicated by the absent-without-leave 
status of her rakehell younger brother, in whose 
absence she is by default the heir to the household’s 
powers and responsibilities. For reasons as yet 
unclear, he skipped town for another shadowland 
a while away, and when the duke of Shen sends a 
small party to retrieve him, Rhia’s impetuous inner 
investigator directs her to derelict her duties and 
trek off with them in mufti. Thanks to the socio-
pathic power-plays of a rogue priest with a dark (or 
rather bright) past and friends in places high and 
low alike, murder and machinations in t’other shad-
owland result in Dej and Rhia’s lives colliding quite 
spectacularly.

There’s loads going on here, presented in a style 
that is readable yet intellectually sophisticated, 
which is a tricky tightrope to tread. I am also 
reminded somewhat of Anne McCaffery’s Harpers 
of Pern novels; something to do with the combina-
tion of deep worldbuilding, dramatic plots, and cou-
rageously stubborn young women in leading roles, 
perhaps. (As someone who all but teethed on the 
Pern books, that’s meant as a compliment!) Will the 
Shadowlands series achieve a similar status? Only 
time will tell – but I see few reasons it shouldn’t.

Deep Roots by Ruthanna Emrys 
(Tor 2018)
Reviewed by Anne F Wilson

Aphra Marsh is an unusual heroine. Thought-
ful, restrained, deeply scarred by her and 
her people’s treatment before and during 

the Second World War, she is the last breeding 
female of her branch of the human race, the Deep 
Ones, left on land. She carries a heavy responsibil-
ity, for unless she can find a partner, there will be 
no more children.

Deep Roots is the sequel to Winter Tide, the author’s 
first novel. The best introduction to Aphra’s story 
is The Litany of Earth, a novelette available free on 
the Tor.com website, and after that you should read 
Winter Tide before Deep Roots. These are stories set 
in the universe of HP Lovecraft but written from 
the point of view of the monsters.

Lovecraft wrote between the wars, describing 
non-humans living secretly amongst us, non-Euclid-
ean geometry, and past and future aeons where the 
Earth was and will again be inhabited by deeply 
alien creatures. Emrys’s revision is set immediate-
ly after the Second World War and explains that the 
human race is divided into three branches, which 
can interbreed with each other. The people of the 
Air currently infest the planet and believe they 
are the only humans. The people of the Rock have 
become the K’n-yan, the Mad Ones under the Earth. 
The people of the Water, the Deep Ones, grow to 
maturity and reproduce on land, but will eventu-
ally metamorphose into amphibians who will dwell 
in the sea for aeons, until the death of the Sun.

Aphra and her brother Caleb were children when 
the US government decided to intern their entire 
community in camps in the desert. Lacking the 
salt water that they needed to survive, starved and 
separated from their books, culture and ancestral 
language, they perished gradually, over the next 
two decades. Aphra’s mother was on the point of 
her metamorphosis when she was taken away for 
experiments, and never returned. At the beginning 
of the Second World War, Aphra’s camp was refilled 
with interned Japanese. Aphra and Caleb, taken in 
by a Japanese family, were freed with them and 
now live with them in San Francisco.

In The Litany of Earth Aphra is reluctantly 
recruited by an FBI agent, Ron Spector, to infiltrate 
a group of Aeonists: followers of the old gods, of 
Dagon, Cthulhu and Nyarlathotep. We are intro-
duced to the Litany itself, the list of the peoples 
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who will have dominion over the Earth before the 
planet burns and the sun fades to ashes. “This isn’t 
the Bible” explains Aphra. “Most of the things I’m 
going to tell you are things we have records of: his-
tories older than man, and sometimes the testimo-
ny of those who lived them. The gods you can take 
or leave, but the history is real.”

Although Aphra’s purposes are mostly at odds 
with those of the FBI, she has been marked as 
potentially useful in their war against cultists. In 
particular, they are convinced that some Aeonist 
magicians have learned the secret of taking over 
other people’s bodies. In Winter Tide she again 
unwillingly helps them, this time in return for 
access to her people’s lost libraries collected at 
Miskatonic University. She begins to put together 
a confluence of friends to study Aeonist magic and 
reclaim her people’s heritage.

Deep Roots continues the story. Trying to reunite 
any Deep Ones remaining on land, Aphra and Caleb 

go to New York. They find Frances Laverne and 
her teenage son Freddy, who has been seduced by 
the Mi-Go, a space-travelling race whose chosen 
mission is to show the wonders of the universe to 
other races. They sever mind from body, taking 
the minds of the travellers in canisters to other 
worlds and dimensions, leaving their bodies frozen 

in agony. Freddy has already travelled 
far and longs to explore further. He has 
a girlfriend Shelean, one of the Mad Ones 
Under the Earth, who has decided to stay 
in a canister in order to keep a grip on her 
sanity. The Mi-Go’s aims are benevolent 
(to save humanity from itself), but their 
methods are dubious, involving mind 
control, impersonation of dissenters, 
and forced mutation. Can Aphra rescue 
Freddy and stop the Mi-Go from saving 
the human race?

The books are beautifully written. 
Emrys’s prose is descriptive and evoca-
tive, her characters interesting and 
believable. She effectively conveys the 
fear and paranoia of the political situa-
tion.

I haven’t read Lovecraft for a long time, 
but it is delightful to visit his universe 
without the mouth-foaming racism and 
xenophobia that mar the sense of wonder 
(and terror) at the infinite strangeness 
of the cosmos. I love the perspective, the 
sense that humanity is a brief, temporary 
form of life on a tiny speck of a world float-
ing in space. As Aphra says: “All of man’s 
other religions place him at the centre of 
creation. But man is nothing—a fraction 
of the life that will walk the Earth. Earth 
is nothing—a tiny world that will die with 
its sun.”

The books have striking sepia covers 
drawn by John Jude Palencar. The 
restrained palette perfectly conveys the 

austerity of the forties and a certain quiet melan-
choly, echoing Aphra’s personality.

Are these books more than just a delightful romp? 
They point out that we are not alone on this planet, 
and that we have a duty to protect it for the civili-
sations who will come after us, whether human or 
not. “If a species survives carbon-based industries 
and city-killer weapons, it’s by developing some 
method of stewardship. But that takes trust,” says 
one of the Mi-Go.  If trust is what we need for the 
human race to survive then perhaps we do need 
aliens to help us.

https://amzn.to/2L4Xw0q
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Drake: The Burned Man #1 by Peter McLean
(Angry Robot, 2016)
Reviewed by Kate Onyett

Don Drake is an alcoholic, supernatural 
hit-man. This ain’t gonna be a tea party. 
Working on the fringes of the magical world, 

he contracts to set demonic killer spirits onto any 
target he is paid for. His guide and mojo source is a 
small wooden fetish of a bound arch-demon with 
the worst case of potty mouth and a gory appetite. 
This is urban fantasy; this is magic with grit and 
these are the bloody, rain-soaked mean streets 
of London. It also sounds very familiar. Magical 
practitioner just starting his longer journey? 
Check. Powerful supernatural 
being bound to his command? 
Check. Set in a major city? Check. 
Jim Butcher has been writing the 
Dresden Files for years about a 
Chicago mage PI, and Drake cer-
tainly has historical precedent 
in that popular series.

What sets Drake apart that he is 
a (just about) functioning alcohol-
ic with a gambling itch and a con-
siderably rougher mis-en-scene 
than Dresden’s slicker world. 
Forget sparkly wonder; the super-
natural underbelly of London is 
violent, dirty and dog-eat-dog. 
His local pub is run by a no-shit-
tolerated East End matriarch, his 
grub of choice artery-busting fry-
ups, and his fetish demon has all 
the subtlety of a brick in the face. 
Mclean has drawn on obvious 
influences to populate and colour 
his world; Drake’s former profes-
sor is all but named Uncle Monty 
(of Withnail & I fame), the bruis-
ing toughs of the underworld who 
employ Drake are straight out of 
Guy Ritchie films and lor’ love a 
duck, if the matriarch isn’t Pat 
Butcher’s cousin, I’m a monkey’s 
uncle.

Drake himself feels a very 
British anti-hero; the sort who is 
skanky as all hell on the outside 
but is basically a diamond in the 
rough. But after a hit goes dis-

astrously wrong and an innocent is killed, Drake 
is pursued relentlessly by both his conscience and 
more pressingly by the Furies (cue multiple ses-
sions of gratuitous viciousness). As if that were not 
enough, his involvement with a not-quite-fallen 
angel is being used in a larger game of soul damna-
tion and his fetish demon wants out at any price. 
The brown stuff keeps hitting the fan for Drake, 
and while the book as a series first whacks through 
it all, deliberately setting the broader scene with a 
distinct possibility that Drake’s own powers are not 
as soft as his fetish would have him believe, the sum 
total is a joyously bonkers run through a pounding 
gauntlet. If you like your wizard fantasy grotty, bor-
derline offensive and splashed in enough sex and 
violence to make a Lannister blush, this bouncing 
series is for you.

https://amzn.to/2L4Xw0q
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Impyrium by Henry H. Neff 
(HarperCollins Children’s Books, 2016)
Review by Christopher Owen

I mpyrium is the first book in a middle-grade 
trilogy set three thousand years after Neff’s 
acclaimed Tapestry series. The reader does 

not need to have read any of the Tapestry books 
in order to follow the story. Combining ele-
ments of science fiction and fantasy, Impyrium 
is set in the future kingdom of Impyria, where 
the magical mehrùn rule over the non-magical 
muir, where demons live in the oceans and have 
signed trade treaties with the aristocracy, and 
where scientific advancement is heavily regu-
lated by the government and secretly used by 
an underground rebellion. 

Two unlikely allies join forces to stop a con-
spiracy that will change Impyria forever. Hazel 
Faeregine is the youngest daughter of the Faere-
gine dynasty, the matriarchal line of empresses 
of Impyria. Originally, the Faeregines gained their 
power through their superior magical abilities, 
but over the centuries their magic has dwindled. 
Hazel is the most magical person anyone has seen 
in years, and it is up to her to prove the Faere-
gines’ right to rule. While Hazel shows great skill 
with magic, she struggles in every other area of 
her life. She is often bullied for being albino, and 
she begins to fail at school. To help her with her 
studies, she gets her servant Hob to tutor her. 

Hobson Smythe is a genius muir forced to work in 
the mines to support his mother and sister until a 
secret resistance group called the Fellowship offers 
him an opportunity to spy on the Faeregine family, 
posing as a servant. Hob grows up in a society in 
which his being mixed-race signifies him as the 
child of an unwed couple, a shame so horrible his 
extended family attempts to murder him. But it is 
the oppression he faces as a muir that encourages 
him to spy on the Faeregines, and it is his friendship 
with Hazel that complicates his priorities. 

The story begins with the attempted theft of the 
Lirlander Seals, seals necessary in order for human 
trade ships to travel across demon-populated 
oceans. After this attempted theft, tensions rise 
between demons and humans, and when demons 
begin attacking human ships, despite their having 
Lirlander Seals, Impyria’s economy begins to crash, 
leading the country quickly to the possibility of 
going to war. The mysteries of why the demons are 
attacking the ships, and who is behind the attempt-

ed theft of the Lirlander Seals are woven with the 
secret plans of the Fellowship that Hob finds himself 
continuously having to question. 

The world building in this novel is impressive-
ly intricate and features a system of power and 
oppression that pervades consistently through 
multiple social groups and institutions. Different 
forms of exclusion play a central role in the narra-
tive, varying from bullying to systemic oppression, 
shaping the characters in significant ways that make 
them feel real and relatable, no matter where in the 
social hierarchy they fit, the same social hierarchy 
the text critiques. The issue of who can be trusted 
is often at stake in this compelling mystery full of 
imaginative monsters, fascinating technology and 
terrifying adventures. 

At almost six hundred pages, many of which cover 
the history of Impyria and the slow character devel-
opment of the two heroes, Neff still manages to 
maintain a quick pace and thrilling read. The ending 
resolves many of the issues brought up in the book, 
leaving others unresolved and opening doors for 
new problems for the rest of this promising trilogy.

https://amzn.to/2L4BlaN
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Robin Hood Demon’s Bane 1: Mark of the Black 
Arrow and Robin Hood Demon’s Bane 2: The 
Two Torcs by Debbie Viguié and James R. Tuck
(Titan Books, 2015 and 2016 respectively)
Reviewed by Alex Bardy

Forming the first two volumes of a new Robin 
Hood trilogy, this series does a good job of 
reinventing the myth, even if it doesn’t quite 

succeed on every level. And if you thought the 
number of Robin Hood story permutations must 
surely be nearing an end by now, I’m pleased to 
say this one will likely open up a whole new vista 
of possibilities.

In brief, Richard the Lionheart has gone off cru-
sading and left the safety of the realm to his younger 
brother, Prince John. It 
turns out the Prince is a 
twisted evil little wretch, 
however, and in cahoots 
with the Sheriff of Not-
tingham, is plotting to 
seize the crown and 
claim all of England as his 
own. As a practitioner of 
the dark arts, the Sheriff 
has a slightly different 
agenda to the Prince 
and wishes to utilise the 
demons of the under-
world (including Guy of 
Gisbourne as an ancient 
elemental entity) to help 
him rule the whole world. 
Enter Robin Longstride 
who begins the series 
as an estranged son of a 
Lord and Lady himself, 
charged with caring for 
his own family under the 
harsh new regime of the 
tyrannical Prince. When 
it becomes clear that the 
Prince’s intentions with 
increased taxes and tithes are in no way good for 
anyone but himself and his minions, Robin seeks 
help from a select group of friends who have already 
collectively formed a single mythical hero for the 
people. That mythical hero of course, is called Robin 
Hood – a character they can all pretend to be at 
various places in Sherwood to maintain the belief 
that there is still hope for the hapless victims of the 
chaotic practices of the dark usurper.

You can probably guess how things proceed from 
there, but it’s a very good take on the established 
formula of Robin stealing from the rich and provid-
ing for the poor, with the added twist that Sherwood 
Forest itself is home to a mystical presence and fey-
like energy that helps defend it from the forces of 
evil.

The first volume, Mark of the 
Arrow, does spend a long time 
setting things up, possibly 
too long for some, but make it 
through the first hundred pages 
or so and you’ll be witness to 
one of the darkest and possibly 
most violent Prince John char-
acters you’ve ever come across, 
and a sinister Sheriff whose 
very presence on the page has 
the power to wither every-
thing else in the scene. Lady 

Marion is introduced as a headstrong lady of the 
court who tries to maintain some form of loyalty to 
the true King (Richard), and has a faithful and loyal 
servant in the shape of Chastity, while Robin himself 
carries a fleeting presence most of the time - I found 
this frustrating at first, but thankfully the rest of 
his merry men are well-featured throughout. The 
relationship between Alan-a-Dale and Friar Tuck is 

https://amzn.to/2BZVJXB
https://amzn.to/2QE8mzM
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a particular favourite of mine, although Will Scarlet 
as a narcissistic story-telling bard-cum-spy under 
the roof of Prince John steals just about every scene 
he appears in, excluding perhaps the Sheriff (who 
we see very little of to be fair). He steals a few hearts 
too, but that’s probably another story entirely...

Rest assured there is violence galore in the first 
volume, and it pulls no punches as to whether those 
killed and slaughtered are innocent women and chil-
dren or obnoxious and pompous Lords and Ladies 
– their deaths invariably make swift and brutal 
reading. Alas, this is pretty much the tone through-
out: Prince John and the Sheriff do something bad, 
and Robin and the rest try and make things better 
with the common folk. End of Book One.

The Two Torcs was an altogether easier and quicker 
read, but felt just a bit too much like a fantasy adven-
ture roleplaying quest in which Marian and Robin 
must jointly complete a series of tasks to prove their 
worthiness to rule. Arguably, their true love for one 
another (and a particular fox) is also tested, but this 
is probably more to do with setting things up for the 
grand finale of the next book. Otherwise, this second 
volume of the trilogy delivered more of the same, 
with perhaps heavier emphasis on the mystical/
magical fantasy Sherwood setting. As you’d expect, 
it also managed to clean a lot of loose ends up, while 
simultaneously opening 
several new avenues for 
further exploration.

Character-wise, the 
‘real’ Robin Hood (Long-
stride) seems to grow, 
although the seemingly 
magical powers sudden-
ly bestowed upon him 
near the beginning of this 
volume did stretch the 
envelope of believabil-
ity. Little John and Much 
the Miller’s son have a lot 
more presence and story 
in The Two Torcs, although 
the mysterious Old Soldier 
comes into his own in 
many scenes, too. Will 
Scarlet suffers the nasti-
est of fates once finally 
exposed to the dastardly 
Prince as the spy in his 
castle, and Marian and the 
rest continue doing what 
they do, really.

In summary? Personally, 
I rather liked both of these 
volumes, although they did 

stumble on a few occasions, leading me to wonder 
where we were at some points – the annoying habit 
of introducing characters in new chapters without 
immediately identifying who they are didn’t help on 
this front, and is something that happens frequently 
in both.

All told, this is Robin Hood with knobs on: a good 
vs evil magical fantasy with a dash of dark demons 
tossed into the mix, all served with a touch of nasty. 
Enjoy.

Lost Gods by Micha Yongo
(Angry Robot books, 2018)
Reviewed by David Lascelles

It is sometimes weird how coincidence works. I 
went to the launch of Lost Gods in Manchester, 
Micah’s home city, on a mission to take some 

photos of the event and decided on the strength of 
the reading to buy a copy and get the man himself 
to scribble in it. The next morning, I get the list of 
BSFA books to review and prominent on that list 
was Lost Gods.

Naturally, I leapt on 
the chance to review it. 
After all, I’d already read 
the first chapter so I was 
already ahead of the 
game.

Lost Gods is set in a 
fantasy realm that is 
based on stories that 
Micah loved as a child. 
This means a mix of 
Middle Eastern and 
East African mythology 
mixed in with a number 
of typical fantasy ideas. 
The novel introduces us 
to a ‘Sovereignty’ of dif-
ferent countries. Each 
of them, apart from one, 
conquered and brought 
under the aegis of one 
Sharif or Sovereign hun-
dreds of years ago. The 
exception, Dumea, main-
tains an uneasy inde-
pendence thanks mostly 
to it being the location 
of a famous library and 
the clever diplomacy of a 

https://amzn.to/2B0D7VQ
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succession of Stewards. There is no religion in the 
Sovereignty. The first Sharif banned worship of the 
gods and killed all the priests.

Our story follows Neythan, a teenage assassin. 
He is a member of a secret order of assassins based 
vaguely on the real world Hashashin, called the 
Shedaim. This brotherhood has been used by the 
Sovereign for centuries to prevent rebellion and 
unrest and to basically keep the Sovereignty togeth-
er. We join Neythan as he completes his training 
and is about to embark on his first ‘decree’ (assas-
sination) along with his fellow recent trainees – 
Arianna, Yannick, Josef and Daneel. However, things 
do not go exactly as planned and Neythan ends up 
on the run, accused of murdering one of his friends.

What follows is a richly written political thriller 
set in a fantasy kingdom. Imagine the Bourne films 
only set in a fantasy Persia rather than modern day 
Europe and with Bourne replaced by a teenage boy 
looking for the answers to why people are trying 
to kill him. Initially, I found some of the political 
sections a little tedious as they seemed to bear 
no real relevance to Neythan’s plight, which is the 
exciting central plot and I was keen to see how that 
progressed. However, as the layers of the deeper 
background built and the relevance of those scenes 
began to emerge, you start to see the full story 
develop. Some of this I was able to predict. However, 
there were still surprises and twists to be seen. 

Neythan himself is a relatable character. Far more 
mature and competent than many teenagers put in 
similar situations but that is testament to the train-
ing he has endured, which has turned him into an 
independent person. This isn’t Hogworts for assas-
sins, no trustworthy tutors to help out, just Neythan 
and some people he meets and never fully trusts. He 
still manages to have some naivete. In fact, you see 
him develop through the story from loyal assassin 
to rogue operative reacting to what others are doing 
to him but not really knowing what is going on and 
finally to a character who takes control of their own 
fate. The other characters are also well written and 
have solid personalities and backgrounds.

Overall, this is an entertaining debut novel and 
shows much promise for the sequels and is part of 
an exciting and long overdue recent trend for the 
stories of Africa and the Middle East in fantasy.

The Cabin at the End of the World  
by Paul Tremblay
(Titan Books, 2018)
Reviewed by Matt Colborn

Wen, a seven-year-old girl, is collecting 
grasshoppers in a jar when a stranger 
named Leonard approaches. Wen is on 

holiday with her family at a lakeside cabin, deep 
in the New Hampshire woods, a few miles from 
the Canadian Border. Leonard’s ‘smile is warm 
and wide’ but by the end of the conversation, he is 
warning Wen that there are more people coming 
and that they ‘have an important job to do.’ So 
opens Paul Tremblay’s latest horror novel.

Wen is a Chinese adoptee of a gay married couple, 
Eric and Andrew. Eric is a market analyst and a 
worrier. Andrew is in education and has an old scar 
on his head that, it turns out, comes from a homo-
phobic attack some years previously.

The strangers, led by Leonard, claim to have ‘the 
most important job in the history of the world.’ Each 
of them wields sinister home-made long-handled 
tools. They’re dressed in a quasi-uniform of blue 
jeans and coloured shirts.

They besiege the cabin, demanding access, insist-
ing that they are at the cabin to ‘save the world.’ 
Events soon escalate when Eric and Andrew refuse 
to listen. The group breaks in, assaulting the couple 
and tying them to chairs. Eric is concussed in the 
process. They insist that they are not here to hurt 
the family, which never really rings true.

Once he has a captive audience, Leonard begins 
to explain their purpose, but is thrown off guard 
by Andrew’s accusation of homophobia, which 
the group denies. This denial seems suspect when 
Andrew recognises — or thinks he recognises — 
one of the assailants, whom he identifies as the man 
who previously assaulted him.

We never find out whether Andrew is actually 
correct, an ambiguity that is a hallmark of Trem-
blay’s writing and familiar from his previous novel, 
A Headful of Ghosts. In that novel, we never find out 
whether the possession is actually real, a form of 
unpleasant role-play, or the result of mental illness. 
Similar ambiguities pervade The Cabin at the End of 
the World.

The invaders want to prevent the destruction of 
the world, which they believe can only happen if 
the family sacrifices one of their number. They have 
been led to this belief by shared visions of destruc-
tion, and just possibly by the influence of a shadowy 
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entity that lurks just beyond human perception.
Alternatively, they have managed to fool each 

other via internet chatroom conversations, and by 
piecing random events together into a coherent but 
deluded story. A third possibility is that the group 
has been deliberately deceived by Leonard, who is 
their de facto prophet.

At one point, Leonard turns on the television 
in order to ‘prove’ his claims. BREAKING NEWS 
reports an earthquake in the Aleutian Islands, 
which results in a cautionary advisory of a tsunami 
along the Pacific Northwest and Canadian coast. 
Leonard then reminds them of his prediction that 
‘cities would drown’ and later on similar prophecies 
are apparently ‘confirmed’ by the TV. However, once 
more, ambiguity rules. We never know whether 
these are chance correlations, or whether some-
thing more sinister and planned is going on.

Whatever the truth, the de facto cultists claim to 
have no choice in their actions. They cannot leave 

until one of the family has willingly sacrificed 
themselves. And if the decision is not made, then 
one of the four must kill themselves in order to delay 
catastrophe. Here, Tremblay is perhaps drawing 
a parallel with religious terrorism, where the 
consequences of questionable beliefs often prove 
destructive to both believers and their victims.

Things escalate from here, and there is violence, 
a tragic accident and a death. However, even this is 
may not be enough because the dark god who rules 
the group insists — or allegedly insists — that the 
sacrifice is made voluntarily.

The Cabin at the End of the World is certainly a pow-
erful thriller and has already been optioned for a 
movie. Key subtexts are the nature of supernatural 
belief and the ‘proofs’ that support this belief. Thanks 
to the pervasive ambiguity, we’re never sure whether 
the events are triggered by a dark god or by madness. 
What matters is the emotional force of shared visions 
of apocalypse. A very disturbing read.

https://amzn.to/2PtCfxY
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Cemetery Girl (Book Three: Haunted)  
by Charlaine Harris, Christopher Golden  
and Geraldo Borges
(Dynamite, 2018)
Reviewed by David Lascelles

I’m sure Charlaine Harris needs no introduc-
tion. The author of the Sookie Stackhouse series 
of YA Vampire novels has made something of a 

name for herself, especially since her books were 
used as the basis for the series True Blood. Here 
she teams up with Christopher Golden (author of 
Ararat and co-author of Baltimore, among others) 
to bring us the story of Calexa Rose Dunhill, also 
known as Cemetery Girl.

This is the third and final instalment of Calexa’s 
tale, which began in Book One (The Pretenders, 
published in 2014). In that, our eponymous hero 
wakes up in a graveyard with no memory of how she 
came to be there. She does not even remember her 
own name, which is why she takes her new name 
from the gravestones. Through the course of books 
one and two, she learns that she has the power to 
speak to the dead and that they can possess her 
so she can use their skills. They also follow how 
she makes a life in the cemetery, finds friends and 
tries to put her life and memories together.

Book three brings all those threads together 
and finally reveals the truth about Calexa’s past. 
In this literally all is revealed as a private detec-
tive and hired killers are sent to track Calexa 
down on behalf of the very person whose actions 
put her in the cemetery in the first place. All while 
Calexa is just wanting to be left alone so she can 
move out of the cemetery into a house she has 
acquired, protect her new friends from the very 
people trying to track her down and basically 
get on with her new life. Ironically (as is often 
the case) the villains would have been better off 
doing nothing. 

This is an enjoyable YA style thriller with a 
supernatural twist. While it lacks the bite (pun 
intended) of the Sookie Stackhouse tales, it is still 
a solid story with some great character building 
and a satisfying resolution. If there is one issue 
I would highlight, it is that it may have worked 
better as a novel. This format would have given 
more opportunity for character and story devel-
opment than the somewhat limited graphic form. 
The story sometimes feels as if it is torn between 
being a YA horror style thriller and a superhero 
adventure in the style of 80s Alan Moore Swamp 

Thing. There are, for example, parallels in the rela-
tionship between Calexa and her friends and that of 
Alec Holland, Abby, Chester and Liz in Swamp Thing 
and it feels as if that is the sort of story the writers 
were going for here – reminiscent of 90s Vertigo, 
with all supernatural elements firmly grounded in 
reality and set in a believable modern-day world.

Cemetery girl’s powers are hardly original. Her 
abilities are very similar to those displayed in Brian 
Lumley’s Necroscope series. In that the character 
can talk to the dead and they can give her their skills 
for a short time. However, while Lumley’s protago-
nist, Harry Keogh, accumulates abilities with time 
Calexa can only hold onto them temporarily. This 
makes the power less a wish fulfilment fantasy (by 
the end, Keogh was pretty much unstoppable pow-
erwise) and more an ability that forces the charac-
ter to work with what they have while they have it. 
Also, the way the character reacts to and uses the 
powers are different a more relatable. 

Overall, definitely worth a read if you are a fan of 
Harris or paranormal fantasy in general. But don’t 
expect any vampires or supervillains, just a down to 
earth story about an ordinary girl with the ability 
to speak to the dead.

https://amzn.to/2B0V9r1
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The Ghost in You by Katrina Mountfort
(Elsewhen Press, 2018)
Reviewed by Estelle Roberts

This gentle paranormal romance begins with 
a note from its main protagonist, Rowena, 
explaining that this could be her last day on 

Earth. She goes on to say that she actually died 21 
years ago, during the Britpop era, and that this is 
the story of her life as a ghost. Thus, the scene is 
set for a tale of learning, loss and love across the 
divide of death.

Life, it seems, has not 
always been kind to 
Rowena. She grew up with 
parents who did not really 
bother about her, then 
was horribly scarred in a 
fire caused by her mother 
throwing water over a 
chip pan fire. Later, she 
has to watch her mother 
die while trying to come 
to terms with her own 
injuries. Her life changes 
significantly for the better 
when she joins a group for 
young disabled people and 
finds a room with Marjor-
ie, an older woman with 
whom she quickly devel-
ops a strong friendship. 
She does not know this at 
the time, but it is this rela-
tionship that is going to 
have a profound effect on 
her afterlife.

This major change 
is precipitated by her 
attempts to help Marjorie when her home is broken 
into. This results in her falling down the stairs, then 
standing up to find herself looking down at her own 
body. What follows is the story of her coming to 
terms with what has happened to her and learning 
the ropes as a newbie ghost. There are actual posi-
tives, including the fact that she has no scars. She 
does meet other people in the same situation, after 
a couple of bad encounters at the nearby cemetery, 
she meets an elderly ghost called Frank, with whom 
she forms an unlikely, but genuine, friendship. He 
tells her that ghosts need to find out and resolve 
any issues that are preventing them from moving 
on and takes her to see another ghost pass over. 

The main complications to her life, though, 
concern Oliver, Marjorie’s grandson. As a child he 
was the only person who could see her, and they 
formed an extremely strong bond, although this 
did cause problems with his mother, who hated 
her son’s obsession with her mother’s disfigured 
former tenant and helper. Now Oliver has inherited 
the house that she essentially haunts, he is 19 and 
very good looking, but extremely shy and possessed 
of a socially debilitating stutter. They begin to fall in 
love, although Rowena does try to get him to date 
other girls, as well as encouraging him to improve 
his social life, even though their happiest times 
seem to be with each other. 

While the book is largely 
a sweet and poignant 
romance, it has a darker 
side, particularly revolv-
ing around Oliver’s obses-
sive feelings for Rowena. 
He hates her being away 
from him, and is not happy 
meeting her friends, or even 
letting her see them alone. 
When she is with him, he 
has a confidence that he 
otherwise lacks. This is 
actually handled pretty 
well within the story, with 
Rowena’s best friend calling 
her out for ignoring her, and 
Rowena actually taking 
note and taking action. The 
idea that one’s personality 
can be seen on one’s ghost 
face is also a theme within 
the book, with a vicious 
thug still wearing the hor-
rendous injuries of the acci-
dent that killed him. I am 
slightly uncomfortable with 
the ugly equals nasty equa-
tion this seems to imply.

A sense of loss is one of the central themes. Rowena 
loses Frank, who passes over following the death 
of his wife, as well as other ghostly friends and 
acquaintances. It is, however, the fear of Rowena 
passing over that is the bittersweet primary driver 
of the story. It is indeed the strain of this that causes 
her to make a decision that will change their rela-
tionship forever and conclude their tale.

As a teenage romance, this is at heart a well 
constructed and reasonably nuanced tale, which, 
despite its flaws, has significantly more to recom-
mend it than quite a few others in the same genre.

https://amzn.to/2PmiOHv
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The Hollow Tree by James Brogden 
(Titan Books, 2018)
Reviewed by Dave M. Roberts

Towards the end of the Second World War, the 
gruesome remains of a woman were found 
‘buried’ in the hollow of an ancient oak tree. 

There was no indication of who she was, and now 
her memory has been transformed into a handful 
of myths regarding her origin. There are stories 
that she was a gypsy woman, who was buried 
in order to control a curse she had laid on her 
husband. Stories that she was a Nazi spy, a double 
agent killed by her handlers, and stories that she 
was a prostitute, raped and killed by a minor offi-
cial while he watched the bombing of the city. She 
is now known as Oak Mary, and whoever she actu-
ally was has been lost and her identity is now only 
the stories.

Now, some seventy years later, Rachel has a freak 
accident while on a narrow boat holiday that results 
in her having her left hand amputated. Soon after 
this, she starts to suffer from a series of nightmares, 
of a woman trapped in the hollow of a tree scream-
ing for help. She also experiences a ‘phantom limb’, 
an experience that becomes steadily more vivid, 
up to the point when it seems the phantom hand 
is some sort of link to an alternate world. Initially 
just hallucinatory, she starts to see a world in full 
form that has since decayed. Objects that she picked 
up with her phantom hand start appearing in the 
real world, including a cat that had been bricked up 
decades previously, but was still alive in her visions. 
Unfortunately for Rachel, the world that these 
things come from wants to pull them back. Once 
the things brought back are no longer inanimate 
objects, the incarnations that follow become signifi-
cantly more powerful. So, when Rachel succumbs to 
her nightmares and finds herself bringing Oak Mary 
back into the world, the trouble really starts.

Rachel now has a woman who shouldn’t exist, and 
who is only given personality by her stories. Also, 
each of the stories has an emissary that is hell-bent 
on dragging her back to the living nightmare that 
was the oak tree. Up to this point, the story is very 
tense as the sense of unease is built upon. There are 
three stories about who Mary really was, each of 
these is dealt with in turn as Mary takes on the char-
acter of that version of herself. This is not merely 
an act, where she is trying to realise her origins 
by acting out the part, she really does become that 
person with all the incumbent character traits and 

experiences that that involves, as that particular 
part of the story tries to reclaim itself as the real 
one. As this process is run through three times, the 
tension becomes somewhat dissipated, particular-
ly as the threat to each version of Mary gets dealt 
with. This is a shame, as the underlying structure 
is very powerful, it’s just that the enemy becomes 
progressively less intimidating as it becomes clear 
that Rachel has significant power over them, and 
this does weaken the middle section of the book.

The idea that everything is made of stories is quite 
literally true for the three incarnations of Mary. She 
has no sense of her real identity and has been fully 
subsumed by the stories – her life is not her own. 
Conversely, the three adversaries who have fol-
lowed her through also have no lives of their own. 
Their very existence is dependent on Mary’s belief 
that the story they relate to is actually the real one. 
Without that they are nothing. Following Rachel’s 
accident, she too feels that she has lost everything 
and so her efforts to establish the truth behind 
Mary’s corpse give her back her life’s meaning. In 
spite of a fundamental flaw in its structure as a 
thriller, this is still an intriguing study in how we 
build our identities from the stories around us.

https://amzn.to/2QK65mw
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Sleeping With The Lights On: The Unsettling 
Story of Horror by Darryl Jones
(Oxford, 2018)
Reviewed by L J Hurst

Darryl Jones uses “horror” to encompass 
gothic fiction, old wives tales, contes cruel, 
mythical creatures, modern monsters, 

ghosts, scientific disasters, and tales of ordinary 
madness. He goes back to Greek drama, passes 
through Jacobean tragedy, eighteenth century lit-
erature and its popularisation on the stage, exam-
ines the big kick ghosts and vampires received as 
Queen Victoria aged, and then 
enters the twentieth century 
where film brought many 
ideas to life.

After a short introduction he 
has chapters on monsters, the 
supernatural, the body, the mind, 
science, and then concludes 
with a look at recent develop-
ments. None of these titles are 
absolute, though, and Jones’ 
approach is scattergun: Bram 
Stoker’s Dracula, for instance, 
is referred to throughout, with 
long sections in both the chapter 
on monsters and on the body. 
“Video nasties” are constantly 
referenced while, contrarily, 
The Wicker Man receives only a 
mention implying that everyone 
knows the story. That does not 
mean that Jones is miserly with 
his interpretation, though: his 
observation on Henry James’ The Turn of the Screw 
in the Introduction occurs again, almost word for 
word, in the chapter on the supernatural.

With only five chapters Jones’ subjects in each 
range wide. For instance, the chapter on “the Mind” 
begins with a general discussion of madness; deals 
with madness in Poe and the character of Hanni-
bal Lecter; covers the Double or doppelgänger in 
stories as various as Dr Jeckyll and Mr Hyde, Fight 
Club, Dorian Gray, and Psycho; and finally discusses 
slasher serial killers, most of whom, admittedly, 
seem to have escaped from psychiatric hospitals. 
“The Supernatural” deals with magic and psychical 
research, Satanism and the Black Mass, The Exor-
cist, Rosemary’s Baby, The Omen, and ghost stories 
with mentions of the ghost of Hamlet’s father, the 

fiction of M R James and the Blair Witch Project. 
 The chapter on “Science and Horror” is 

better organised, beginning with a quotation from 
Carl Sagan’s The Demon-Haunted World, and apply-
ing Sagan’s self-critique to Dr Faustus, Mary Shel-
ley’s Frankenstein (which Jones then locates in late 
eighteenth-century political debate, quite reasona-
bly), and advancing to deal with the technophobia of 
1950s films in which aliens arrived regularly, repeat-
ing the mantra that man should not attempt to play 
God. These sections within the chapter have key-
word headings, but in this chapter as in most of the 
others some final key-word seems to be omitted as 
he then goes into a tangential description of Marvel 
Comics’ superheroes in what should be a section of 
its own.

This will be an inexpen-
sive and short introduction 
to horror: students of film 
or media, or reading Ameri-
can Literature and finding 
that they need to know as 
much about H P Lovecraft as 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, may 
find it entertaining. The only 
area not covered is computer 
games. The quotations are 
not referenced, but the final 
section of recommended 
reading, broken down chapter 
by chapter, is useful. 

Notable by its absence is 
that Jones pays little atten-
tion to the “normalisation” of 
horror that is now common in 
the exploitation of book and 
film series, and he uses “cor-
poratization” when discussing 
torture porn without explain-
ing it. The American critic 

Peter Biskind’s The Sky is Falling: How Vampires, 
Zombies, Androids and Superheroes Made America 
Great for Extremism (also from 2018) makes this 
criticism of the genre explicit in its title.

Normalisation embeds horror in our lives without 
our noticing it. Jones ends by describing the convic-
tion of two children for the 2014 Slender Man stab-
bing in Wisconsin. The girls were sentenced to 40 
and 25 years in mental hospital: a fixed sentence is 
imprisonment, not hospitalisation, but Jones makes 
no observation on this. How many of us, though, 
noticed that changes in our social security system 
meant not just a change in its name but that our 
neighbours could soon be homeless and starving? 
Perhaps horror is becoming the norm in the British 
Isles as in North America.

https://amzn.to/2PrmuaV
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